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Description

Start Bid

May 12, 2019

Lot

Description

5

5 Graded
$100
1886 Silver dollar NGC MS-63, 1881-S Silver dollar NCI
MS-64, 1896-P Silver dollar ANACS MS-63, 1924 Peace
dollar, NGC Ms-64, and 1956 Franklin half-dollar NGC
MS-66 .......................................................... Est. $200/250

6

Federal Reserve Bank Notes Balance
of Estate
$70
Including 2 $5 North Africa Emergency notes (VF), 2 1934
$20 Federal Reserve notes, 1961 proof sets and various
modern coins and medals ............................... Est. $150/200

10:00 A.M. Lots 1-603

Coins and Currency
U.S. Singles & Collections

Start Bid

Foreign Individual Lots
Argentina to Switzerland

1

Morgan Dollar: 1891-P Silver Dollar
$50
PCGS graded ms-63 ..................................... Est. $100/120

2

Morgan Dollar: 1899-P Silver Dollar
$350
PCGS graded ms-65+ .................................. Est. $700/800

3

Morgan Dollar: Silver Dollars Group
$200
20 from 1879 to 1904, common dates, mostly XF or better
some with nice toning ..................................... Est. $400/500

4

Morgan Dollar: 6 Better Dollars
$100
1878 7TF, AU, 1888-S XF, 1892-P (2 XF-AU), 1903-P (2
XF-Au) some with nice toning ...................... Est. $200/250

7

(H

Argentina: Airpost; 1930 Zeppelin
First Flight Complete, #C20-C29
$120
L.h. to o.g., fine to very fine, #C29 signed Sanabria. Scott
$1,091 ........................................................... Est. $250/300

8

)

China: 1900 Cover from Foochow to
Chicago
$120
Franked with China #99 (10), tied by Foochow 17, approx.,
1900 cancels, and Japan #79 with Shanghai IJPO cancel,
Yokohama, Shanghai and San Francisco backstamps, some
creases, fine ................................................... Est. $250/300
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9

10

11

Description

)

H

H

HH r

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

China: 1900 Cover from Kuikiang to
Chicago
$120
Franked with China #100 (5), tied by Kuikiang 7 Jan 1900
cancels, and Japan #74 (2), with Shanghai IJPO cancel,
backstamps from Shanghai, Yokohama, Tacoma WA., and
Chicago, torn a little roughly at top, fine ......... Est. $250/300
12

H

13

)

Colombia: 1902, 2c, 4c, 5c and 20c
on Registered Cover, #266, 284, 285,
F17
$50
With two each of the 4c and 5c, registered and tied with Nov.
24, 1903, Bogota violet cancels, to Coldwater Mich. with
oval New York 1-1 1904 backstamp, partial tear on reverse
only, fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $100/150

14

H

Estonia: Airmail; 1923 10M on 5M
and 20M on 5M Rough Perf 11½
$120
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Sanabria, both with 1994
A.P.S. certificates. Scott #C7-C8 $925 ......... Est. $250/300

H

China (People’s Republic): 1968,
Revolutionary Literature and Art
complete, #982-990
$220
N.h., #982 short perf, fine to very fine. Scott $1,440
....................................................................... Est. $450/500

China: 1897, Large 4¢ on 3¢ Red
Revenue, #82
$200
O.g. (h.r.), natural s.e., small thin with pencil notation on
reverse, fine. Scott $1,650 .............................. Est. $400/500

China: 1912, Nanking “Provisional
Neutrality” overprint, 1¢ ocher, Block
of 4, #138
$200
N.h. (3), l.h. (1), fine to very fine. Scott $1,100
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
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15

Description

H

H

Start Bid

(H

France: Airmail; 1936, 50fr emerald,
#C14
$120
O.g., slight dry printing top right frameline, fine to very fine.
Scott $825 ...................................................... Est. $250/300

17

m

Germany: Baden; 1862, 30kr orange,
#25
$100
Son cds cancel, filled thins, fine appearing, signed Sieger
BPF. Scott $2,250 ......................................... Est. $200/250

()

Description

Start Bid

19

H

Germany: Kiauchau; 1905, $2½ slate
& carmine, perf 25 x 16, #32a
$100
O.g., tiny repaired tear at top in margin and rounded lower
left corner, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $2,100
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

20

H

Greece: 1896, 1st Modern Olympic
Games, 2d bister and 5d green
$70
O.g., lightly toned gum, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott
#126, 127 $900 ............................................. Est. $150/200

21

mr

Greenland: 1945, 1öre-5kr Pictorials
complete, Blocks of 4, #10-18
$300
Used, fine to very fine. Facit #10-18 SKr 12,000. Scott
$1,530 ........................................................... Est. $400/500

France: 1937 Paris Philatelic
Exhibition Souvenir Sheet, #329
$100
N.h., trivial corner bend top left, otherwise choice very fine.
Yvert #3. Scott $700 ..................................... Est. $200/250

16

18

Lot

Germany: Airmail; 1930, 2m-4m So.
America Flight Zeppelins on Cover,
#C38-C39
$70
2m single and 4m pair, v.f. centering but some gum on face of
all three, tied by May 18, 1930 Friedrichshafen postmark,
May 31, 1930 Lakehurst receiving postmark on back, a fine
cover. Michel #438-439. Scott $1,200 as used
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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22

23

Description

)

BHH

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

26

(H

Iceland: Airmail; 1933, “Hopflug
Itala” complete, #C12-C14
$250
O.g., fine to very fine, signed Elliott, 1981 A.P.E.X. cert.
Michel #172-174. Facit #165-167. Scott $2,075
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

27

m

Italy: Sardinia; 1853 Victor
Emmanuel II 40c pale rose, #6
$70
Cds cancel, 4 margin example, fine to very fine, signed E.
Diena, 1980 A.P.S. certificate. Sassone #6. Scott $800
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

28

)

Italy: 1951, 5L-15L Gymnastics Issue
on Cover, #574-576
$70
All tied to cachet cover, fine to very fine. Scott $1,500 for
singles ........................................................... Est. $150/200

29

H

Italy: Social Republic; Parcel Post,
1944 set of 12, #Q1-Q12
$70
O.g., fine to very fine set. Scott $1,065 ............ Est. $150/200

30

(m

Japan: 1934, Communications Day
souvenir sheet, #C8
$220
Used, fine to very fine. Scott $1,250 ............... Est. $450/550

Haiti: 1784 Incoming Ship Letter
$100
Folded letter from “St. Nicolow Imale”, docketed Sept. 20,
1784, from Capt. “Joseph West / Capt. Hall” to Thomas
Wifwell (?), mentioning “I left Boston the 1 Aug and arrived
at the Cape the third of Sept…”, usual aging, scarce, São
Nicolau is one of the Barlavento islands of Cape Verde, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock transcribed in full
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Iceland: 1946 2kr Complete Booklet,
Complete Unexploded Booklet, Facit
#H4
$150
N.h., fine to very fine. Facit SKr 18,000 ......... Est. $300/350

24

)

Iceland: 1901, 3a pair and 4a, perf 12
on Picture Postcard, #21, 23
$70
All tied with Reykjavik, 12-6-1901 cancels to Coln,
Germany, minor card corner bend not affecting adhesives,
fine to very fine. Scott $700 ............................ Est. $150/200

25

m

Iceland: 1930, Two Kings, 10kr on
5kr brown & slate, #143
$50
Reykjavik cancel, very fine, 1997 Nielsen certificate. Michel
#141. Facit #107. Scott $575 ....................... Est. $100/150
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31

H

Korea: 1903, Falcon Issue, 2re-2wn
complete, #39-51
$120
O.g. to some dist. o.g., #50 and 51 small perf issues,
otherwise fine or better. Scott $1,261 .............. Est. $250/300

32

H

Korea: 1954, 5h-1000h Complete,
#196-199
$50
N.h., light gum bends, fine to very fine. Scott $325
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

H

Lot

Description

Start Bid

35

H

Libya: 1921, 2c to 10L Issue, #21-31
$50
O.g., less the 1c, generally fine to very fine. Scott $541
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

36

(H)

Macao: 1911, King Carlos, 2a on half
of 4a carmine and “PROVISORIO”,
5a on half of 10a slate blue, #159,
161
$50
Ungummed, both halves, very fine. Scott $400
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

37

(HH r San Marino: Air Mail; 1951

Stagecoach Sheet of 6, #C75
$40
N.h., pinhole at top, otherwise very fine. Scott $400
......................................................................... Est. $80/100
33

34

H

H

H

H

Korea: 1954, 100h-1000h, #197-199
$50
N.h., #198 with diagonal gum bend, otherwise fine to very
fine. Scott $324 .............................................. Est. $100/150

38

H

39

m

Hr

Saudi Arabia: 1961, Wadi Hanifa
Dam, Unwatermarked, Blocks Group,
#215-16, 218, 221-226
$120
N.h., Nine blocks of 4, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$1,199 ........................................................... Est. $250/300

Korea: 1955 20h blue, #211
$120
N.h., right margin example, few usual minor bends,
otherwise very fine. Scott $1,350 .................... Est. $250/300
Sweden: 1855, 4sk, 6sk, 8sk and 24sk,
#2-5
$200
Cds cancels, small faults, v.g.-fine, 2001 Wilen certificates
(6sk and 24sk). Scott $4,550 .......................... Est. $400/600
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m

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

44

H

1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue
printing, ½d to 10/$150
O.g. (some h.r.), 10/- vertical crease, generally fine to very
fine. Scott #127-141 $2,166 .......................... Est. $300/350

45

H

1934, King George V re-engraved
“Seahorses”, 2/6 to 10/- complete
$100
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott #222-224 $630 .. Est. $200/250

Switzerland: 1945, PAX, 5c-10fr
complete, #293-305
$70
Used, fine to very fine. Scott $806 .................. Est. $150/200

Commonwealth Individual Lots
Great Britain

Australia to Malay States

41

42

)

m

1840, 1d, Plate 1b to Edinburgh
Cover, SG #2
$100
IJ, clear to large margins all around, tied by red Maltese
Cross, from Glasgow 11 SEP 1840 and SEP 12 1840
receiver, two vertical cover folds not affecting adhesive, fine
to very fine. Scott #1 $640 ............................. Est. $200/250

46

m

Australia: 1932, 5/-Sydney Bridge
$50
Cto, very fine. Scott #132 $350 ..................... Est. $100/150

1840, 1d black, SG #2
$120
4 copies all with red cancels, 4 margins but some tight, one
with heavy corner thin, fine overall. Scott #1 $1,280
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

47

H

Brunei: 1907 -21, 1c to $5 issue
$50
Mostly o.g., missing #17 and 35, few with toned gum,
generally fine to very fine. Scott #13/38 $589 . Est. $100/150

Canada & Provinces

43

)

1847, Queen Victoria (embossed), 1/on Cover
$100
3 margin example tied to petite mourning cover by
Shrewsbury, OC 27, 1854 cancel to Albany, New York,
canceled “5 CENT” in red and indistinguishable red Nov.
paid, Liverpool backstamp, fine cover. Scott #5 $1,275
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

48

(H)

British Columbia & Vancouver Island:
1867, 50¢ on 3d violet, perf 14, #12
$50
Expertly regummed, fine. Scott $900 ............. Est. $100/150
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H

H

H

Hr

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

52

m

1851, 6d slate violet, laid paper, #2
$70
4 margin used example, expertly repaired, fine to very fine
appearance. Scott $1,650 ............................... Est. $150/200

53

(H)

1864, 2¢ rose, #20
$50
Expertly regummed, fine. Scott $650 ............. Est. $100/150

54

H

1897, 10¢ brown red, imperf, Pair,
#45c
$70
Disturbed o.g., very fine appearance. Scott $625
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

55

H

1897, $1 to $4 Victoria Jubilees,
#61-64
$250
O.g. (h.r.), $3 regummed, $4 small thins, fine or better. Scott
$5,200 ........................................................... Est. $500/600

56

H

1908, 50¢ purple, #95
$100
O.g. (h.r.), deep color, small vertical gum skip, otherwise
fine to very fine. Scott $950 ............................ Est. $200/250

Newfoundland: 1910 Guy
Tercentenary complete, Lithographed,
#87-97
$70
O.g., 8¢ few toned perfs, otherwise fine or better. Scott $610
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Newfoundland: 1911 Guy
Tercentenary complete, Engraved,
#98-103
$50
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott $430 ................... Est. $100/150

Prince Edward Island: 1868,
4d Black, #9
$60
N.h., full pane of 30, light toning in selvage only, incl. pl.
flaws, excellent gum, fine to very fine. Scott $330+
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
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H

Start Bid

1912-25, King George V “Admiral”
complete, #104-122
$100
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott $1,180 ................. Est. $200/250

Lot

Description

Start Bid

62

H

India: 1948, Gandhi complete
$50
O.g., very fine. Scott #203-206 $407 ............. Est. $100/150

63

H

Malaya: Johore; 1921-40, $3, $4, and
$5 Issue
$70
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott #119-122 $587 .. Est. $150/200

United States Singles
58

59

60

61

H

H

H

Hr

H

H

1929, 50¢ Bluenose and $1
Parliament, #158-159
$50
O.g., fine to very fine. Scott $525 ................... Est. $100/150

1935, 13¢ Silver Jubilee Shilling
Mark Variety, Unitrade #216i
$100
N.h., single in block of 4, very fine. Scott #216 var. $600.
Unitrade C$1,275 ......................................... Est. $200/250

State Postal History
64

)

Early California Lot
Web
$250
28 total, all late 1800s with many better usages incl. Spanish
Flat, Morman Island, Red Dog, Johnsons Ranch, Knights
Ferry, Fosters Bar, Bidwells Bar and many others, well
worth a look, fine ............................................ Est. $500/600

65

)

Accumulation of Oregon Postal History
$150
Several hundred loose in a medium box, good range from
mid-19th Century up through modern times, mostly small
towns, many sleeved and priced, a few Whittlesey-listed
items, and Helbock-listed items mostly 2’s, 3’s, and 4’s, but a
stray 5 or two might have gotten through, also some hard to
find stations and branches, mostly fine to very fine and
collectible ...................................................... Est. $300/400

66

)

Oregon Postal History Accumulation
$50
Over 300 covers, cards and postal stationery mostly earlier
20th Century, wide selection of towns and cancels, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150

67

)

Accumulation of Washington Postal
History
$50
Two hundred or more sleeved cards and covers in two
medium boxes, mostly small towns, Helbock-listed items in
the range of 0 to a few 4’s, but even some 5’s slipped through,
Washington-related ships covers, advertising, Doanes,
4-bars, numerous 1933 Frigate Constitution that could be a
separate presentation, postmaster signed, flights, a very few
19th Century, but most early to mid-20th Century, better
items include Baker, Lookout, Napoleon, Rock Lake,
Tweedie, an 1898 Spokane involute flag, and even a few
better RPO’s, a few loose and unfiled items, these last being
in somewhat mixed condition, Fine to mostly very fine,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

68

)

Washington State Collection
$120
Approx. 1000 covers and picture postcards from territory to
1980’s in G&K binders plus a shoebox of misc., mostly
Seattle and Tacoma postmarks, incl New Tacoma Territory,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/300

1994, 52¢ and 90¢ Unissued Values,
Unitrade #1534ii-1535ii
$120
N.h., with regular issues for comparison, very fine. Scott
#1534 var.-1535 var. $625. Unitrade C$800 Est. $250/300

Falkland Islands: 1904-12, King
Edward VII, ½d-5/- complete
$50
O.g. to l.h. (high values), fine or better. Scott #22-29 $590
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
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69

)

Western Accumulation
$70
Half carton of few hundred containing mostly early to mid
20th Century covers, picture postcards etc., North Dakota
westward, noted D.P.O.’s, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

70

)

Western States Stock
$500
544, sleeved and priced, mostly classic to 1940’s period,
consists of Arizona (77), California (125), Colorado (213),
Mexico (86), Oregon (12), and also Montana, Utah and
Washington with only a few, typical condition, retail $6, 395,
generally fine to very fine, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

Lot

Description

74

)

5¢ brown, 2 singles on cover, #1
$100
Both with very large margins to close on folded letter tied by
blue Philadelphia cds’ and docketed “May 2/48", ”both
stamps heavily sulfurized, right stamp with a cut at right",
clean cover, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $775+
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

75

m

10¢ black, #2
$70
Red grid cancel, 2½ margin example, cut in at top and lower
left, crease, v.g.-fine. Scott $775 ..................... Est. $150/200

76

m

10¢ black, #2
$50
Pen cancel with art doodle, 4 margins, nick at lower right,
fine to very fine. Scott $475 ............................ Est. $100/150

77

m

10¢ black Group of 5, #2
$300
Used, 3 margin or better examples, small faults, mostly fine
to very fine. Scott $4,000 ................................ Est. $600/800

1847 Issue

71

72

m

m

5¢ red brown, #1
$50
Red grid cancel, 4 margin example, fresh, bright and sound,
fine to very fine, 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $375
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Start Bid

5¢ red brown, Left Sheet Margin Pair,
#1
$70
Red grid cancel, 3 margin, cut in at bottom, small thin, v.g.
Scott $800 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

1851-1857 Issue

73

m

5¢ red brown Group of 5, #1
$120
Used, 3 margin or better examples, small faults, mostly fine.
Scott $1,875 ................................................... Est. $250/300
78

m

1856, 5¢ red brown, #12
$100
Light cancel, 4 ample margins, very fine. Scott $675
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
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79

80

Description

m

m

Start Bid

1855, 10¢ green, type II, Strip of 3,
#14
$90
Clear margins except upper right, San Francisco cds, short
tear at top between left pair, two tone spots on right copy,
otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $600 ............. Est. $180/220

1855, 10¢ green, type III, #15
$70
Manuscript cancel, 4 full margins, a lovely example, very fine
to extremely fine. Scott $140 .......................... Est. $150/200

Lot

Description

83

s

1¢ blue, type IIIa, #22
$50
Tied on piece by neat Philadelphia octagon cancel, slight
soiling around perfs, fine. Scott $450+ .......... Est. $100/150

84

)

1¢, Type IIIa on 1857 South Bend, IN
to San Francisco, CA Cover, #22, 24
$50
Pos. 78L4 and with #24 Type Va (pos. 77L5) tied by South
Bend, IN cds, tiny part of flap at back missing and cover
reduced at bottom, otherwise fine to very fine . Est. $100/150

85

m

3¢ rose, type II, All 3 Plates, #25A
$400
Pos. 97L2L, black cds, fine, pos. 36R3, black cds, “oxidized
ink, UL corner crease”, f.-v.f. centering, pos. 68R5L “1857
claret shade”, blue cds, fine or better, 2016-2017 A.P.E.X.
certs. Scott $2,750 ....................................... Est. $800/1,000

86

m

5¢ brick red, type I, #27
$100
Face free cancel, “short perf at the left”, v.g.-fine, 2019 P.F.
cert. Grade 60. Scott $1,450 ........................... Est. $200/250

87

m

5¢ red brown, type I, #28
$70
Barely canceled, strong color, “reperforated at the right”,
marginal, fine appearing, 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,050
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1857-1861 Issue

81

H

1¢ blue, type I, #18
$100
“Small part disturbed o.g. with a short perf at lower right”,
otherwise fine to very fine, 2016 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott $2,100
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

82

)

1¢ blue, type I on Cover, #18, 26
$150
Sound, tied with #26 from Boston to Ohio, very clean cover,
fine. Scott $650+ .......................................... Est. $200/250

Start Bid
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94

m

1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill, #85
$100
Cork cancel, “light stains on reverse”, fine, 1989 A.P.E.X.
cert. Scott $1,000 ........................................... Est. $200/250

95

m

1867, 2¢ black, Z. grill, #85B
$150
Target cancel, fine to very fine, 2013 P.F. cert. Scott $1,100
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

96

m

1867, 3¢ rose, Z. grill, #85C
$250
Alpha cancel, “reperforated at right”, fine to very fine
appearing, 1988 P.F. cert. Scott $3,250 ......... Est. $500/600

97

m

1869, 12¢ green, #117
$50
Very fine to extremely fine, with 2019 P.F. certificate graded
85. SMQ $250 .............................................. Est. $100/130

98

H

1880 Re-issue 1¢ buff, #133
$80
Large part o.g., fine, with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $325
5000 issued ..................................................... Est. $100/130

99

m

1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill, #141
$200
Target cancel, fine to very fine, 1971 A.P.S. cert. Scott
$1,500 ........................................................... Est. $400/500

100 m

1870, 30¢ black, H. grill, #143
$400
Face free cancel, fine, 2013 P.S.E. cert. Scott $3,750
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

88

m

5¢ Indian red, type I, #28A
$200
Red and black cancels, “reperforated at the left”, fine to very
fine appearance, 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $3,500
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

89

H

5¢ orange brown, type II, #30
$60
O.g., “light toning at the top right and reperforated at the
right”, fine appearance, 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,200
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

90

(H)

Description

5¢ brown, type II, #30A
$100
Unused, fine to very fine, 1969 P.F. cert. Scott $825
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Start Bid

1861-1862 Issue to 1870-1871 Issue

91

(H)

1861, 12¢ black, #69
$100
Unused, fine to very fine, 2006 P.F. cert. Scott $675
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

92

m

1861, 24¢ steel blue, #70b
$100
“Magenta cds cancel and small corner crease at lower right”,
fine to very fine appearance, 2017 P.S.A.G. cert. Scott
$1,050 ........................................................... Est. $200/250

93

m

1862, 24¢ pale gray violet, #70d
$250
Blue cancel, “some slight discoloration in the top part of the
design”, otherwise fine to very fine, 2002 P.F. cert. Scott
$3,275 ........................................................... Est. $500/600
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Description
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1893 Columbian Issue

101 m

102 H

1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill, #144
$200
Black cork cancel, “light vertical paper bend”, otherwise
almost very fine, 2003 P.S.E. cert. Scott $2,250
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1870, 15¢ bright orange, #152
$90
Unused, nice color, “tiny thin spot and a filled thin at the
top”, fine to very fine appearance, 2017 P.S.E. cert. Scott
$1,300 ........................................................... Est. $180/220

104 (H)

1870, 24¢ purple, #153
$70
Unused, fine to very fine, 2006 P.F. cert. Scott $600
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

106 H

$1 Salmon, #241
$50
Regummed, small thin at top, fine. Scott $500 Est. $100/130

108 H

$2 Brown Red, #242
$120
L.h., nice color, one unpunched perf at left, fine to very fine.
Scott $1,050 ................................................... Est. $250/300

109 H

$2 Brown Red, #242
$60
Disturbed o.g., small faults, centered very fine. Scott $1,050
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

110 m

$2 Brown Red, #242
$70
Oval registered cancel, fine to very fine. Scott $525
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

111 m

$2 Brown Red, #242
$70
Used, well centered, very fine, with 1991 P.F. certificate.
Scott $525 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill, #138A
$750
Disturbed “melted” o.g., fresh color, “light stain LL corner”,
fine, 2014 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $6,500 Est. $1,500/2,000

103 (H)

105 (H)

107 (H)

1870, 30¢ black, #154
$350
Unused, fine to very fine, 2010 P.S.E. cert. Scott $2,600
....................................................................... Est. $700/850

1870, 90¢ carmine, #155
$400
O.g., “crease at bottom, and light soiling”, fine to very fine
centering, with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

Page 13
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Lot

Description

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1895 Watermarked Issue to 1922-1925 Issues

112 m

$3 Olive Green, #243a
$100
Black and red cds, fine to very fine, with 1997 P.F.
certificate. Scott $750 ..................................... Est. $200/250

116

113 m

H

Hr

1895, 2¢ carmine, type III, Plate
Block of 6, #267
$70
N.h., bottom imprint #777, weak perfs, fine. Scott $325
....................................................................... Est. $100/130

$4 Crimson Lake, #244
$120
Target cancel, fresh, fine or better, with 1991 P.F. certificate.
Scott $950 ...................................................... Est. $250/300

114 H

$5 Black, #245
$170
O.g., light crease lower right corner, fine. Scott $2,300
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

115 m

$5 Black, #245
$150
Used, large copy, fine to very fine, with 1986 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,150 ................................................... Est. $300/400

117 H

1898, $1 Trans-Miss., #292
$100
O.g. (h.r.) and paper adherence, small tear at left and top,
fine to very fine centering. Scott $1,400 .......... Est. $200/250

118 m

1898, $1 Trans-Miss., #292
$100
Target cancel, fine to very fine, with 1999 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $700 ...................................................... Est. $200/250

119 m

1898, $1 Trans-Miss., #292
$60
Used, small faults, fine appearance. Scott $700
....................................................................... Est. $130/160

120 m

1898, $2 Trans-Miss., #293
$100
Oval cancel, fine, with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded 50.
Scott $1,050 ................................................... Est. $200/250

May 12, 2019
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Lot

Description

121 H)

Circa 1900 Mint DuPont Multi-color
Advertising Cover
$70
Unaddressed with Tomlinson corner, along with “Shoot
DuPont Powders” and illustrated back (#A-2069), very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

122 H)

Start Bid

Circa 1900 Mint Winchester
Multi-color Advertising Cover
$70
Unaddressed for Winchester Self Loading Shotguns and
illustrated back, slight tone spots, otherwise fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Lot

Description

125 H r

1911, 8¢ olive green, #380
$120
O.g., bottom pl. #4923 with imprint, fine. Scott $1,100
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

126 H

1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark,
#421
$50
O.g., fine or better. Scott $325 ....................... Est. $100/120

H

1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark,
#422
$60
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $450 ................... Est. $120/150

127

123 H r

124

H

H

H

Start Bid

1909, 13¢ blue green Plate Block of
6, #339
$70
Bottom margin with pl. #4948 and imprint, fine to very fine.
Scott $500 ...................................................... Est. $150/200

128 H

1912, $1 violet brown, #423
$60
O.g., pencil notation on reverse, fine to very fine. Scott $450
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

1910, 4¢ orange brown, vertical coil,
#350
$60
N.h., traces of joint line at bottom, well centered, very fine.
Scott $325 ...................................................... Est. $120/150

129 H

1915, 50¢ violet, #440
$60
Slightly dist. o.g., nicely centered, almost very fine. Scott
$425 .............................................................. Est. $120/140

Page 15
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Lot

130

131

Description

H

H

H

Hr

Start Bid

Start Bid

134

H

135

H

136

H

H

1920, $2 carmine & black, #547
$400
N.h., corner single, pencil “547" in selvage, extremely fine to
superb, with 2019 P.F. certificate grade 95. SMQ $800
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

H

1922-25, ½¢ to $5 complete,
#551-573
$100
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $940 ................... Est. $200/250

Hr

1923, $1 violet black, Plate Block of
6, #571
$50
N.h., bottom #18682, small gum skips, well centered,
otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $525 ............. Est. $100/130

1917, 5¢ rose error, Single in Block
of 6, #505
$100
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $625 ................... Est. $200/250

1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark,
perf 11, #519
$150
L.h., fine to very fine, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$425 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

H

1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type
V, Pair, #533
$60
N.h., nice margins all round, very fine. Scott $400
....................................................................... Est. $130/160

H

Description

1916, 20¢ light ultramarine, #476
$60
N.h., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $475 .......... Est. $130/160

132 H

133

Lot

May 12, 2019
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Lot

Description

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

140 E

1932 Olympics Photo Essays
$50
Four rejected designs for 2c (3) and 5c (1), incl. two by C.A.
Huston, approx 2¾" x 3½", mostly very fine .. Est. $100/150

1926 White Plains to 1994 Recalled Legends

137

H

Hr

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet,
#630
$160
N.h., very fine. Scott $575 .............................. Est. $200/250

141 (H) r 1935, National Parks complete,
imperf, Complete Panes of 50,
#756-765
$140
Ungummed, very fine. Scott $809+ .............. Est. $200/250

138

139

H

H

Hr

Hr

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet,
#630
$140
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $575 ................... Est. $180/220

1931, Rotary Definitives, 11¢ to 50¢
Complete, Plate Blocks of 4,
#692-701
$70
N.h., generally fine to very fine. Scott $675 ..... Est. $150/200

142

H

Hr

1938, ½¢ to 22¢ Presidentials,
Complete Sheets of 50, #803-822,
827
$300
Extra 1½¢, 17¢, missing a few, very fine. Brookman $1,589
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

143

H

Hr

1940, Famous Americans complete,
Complete Sheets of 50, #859-893
$400
N.h., #876 tiny corner selvage piece loose, excellent set, fine
to very fine. Brookman $2,950 ....................... Est. $500/750

144

H

Hr

1942, 5¢ Chinese Resistance,
Complete Sheet of 50, #906
$100
N.h., intact, slight crease in selvage, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Page 17
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Lot

145

Description

H

Hr

Start Bid

1954, Liberty issue to 50¢, Complete
Sheets of 50, #1030-1051
$400
N.h., incl. extra sheets of the ½¢, 3¢, 4¢, 12¢, no 10¢,
otherwise complete, clean, overall very fine. Brookman
$1,992 ........................................................... Est. $500/650

146 P r

1979, 15¢ John Paul Jones, proof,
Center Block of 4 With Crossed
Gutters, #1789Pg
$300
N.h., “Slight color mis-registration”, fine to very fine, 2018
P.S.E. cert. Scott $3,000 ................................ Est. $600/800

147 m

1981, 18¢ Flag & Lighthouse coil,
plate 6, #1891
$50
Wavy line cancel, “scissor trimmed perfs”, very fine to
extremely fine, 2018 P.S.E. cert. graded 85. Scott $500
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Lot

Description

148

H

149

H

Start Bid

H

1981, 20¢ Flag Over Supreme Court
coil, Brick Red Variety, Strip of 4,
#1895 var.
$50
N.h., From the discovery roll, fine to very fine Est. $100/150

Hr

1994, 29¢ Legends of the West,
recalled, #2870
$140
N.h., 4 in folders, 2 with slight folder creases only, fine. Scott
$500 .............................................................. Est. $200/250

Back-of-the-Book
Airpost

150 (HH r 1926-27, Map & Planes complete,
Sheets of 50, #C7-C9
$220
N.h., C7 portion of corner selvage trimmed, C8 one copy
slightly dist. gum, C9 bottom row light gum streak, fresh,
fine to very fine. Brookman $1,375 ................. Est. $300/400

151 (HH

1927, 10¢ Lindbergh, Complete
Sheet of 50, #C10
$160
N.h., nicely centered, overall very fine. Brookman $750
....................................................................... Est. $200/230

May 12, 2019
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Lot

Description

Start Bid

152 (HH

Set complete, #C13-C15
$350
N.h., fine to very fine. Scott $1,640 ................ Est. $700/800

Lot

Description

Start Bid

157 (HH

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, #C15
$1,000
N.h., graded 98 superb, 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. SMQ
$4,000 ..................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

153 (HHH 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete,
#C13-C15
$450
Marginal copies, tiny gum skips, C13 l.h., C14 n.h., gum
crease, C15 n.h., pl. #20090, fine to very fine. Scott $1,575
....................................................................... Est. $600/700

158 ((H) $2.60 Blue, #C15
$60
Unused, fine to very fine centering. Scott $525
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

154 (H

159 (m

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete,
#C13-C15
$450
L.h., C14 light gum crease, C15 light gum crease and two
corner creases, fine. Scott $1,060 .................... Est. $550/650

155 (HHH Set complete, #C13-C15
$250
C13 n.h. with pl. #20079, C14-15 o.g., C15 faint toning,
fine to very fine set. Scott $1,125 ..................... Est. $500/600

156 (HH

1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, #C14
$60
N.h., light horizontal wrinkles, fine to very fine centering.
Scott $550 ...................................................... Est. $130/160

$2.60 Blue, #C15
$70
Used, large copy, fine to very fine. Scott $550 . Est. $150/200

160 (HH r 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin, Plate
Block of 6, #C18
$100
N.h., top #21172, usual gum bends, nicely centered, very
fine. Scott $675 .............................................. Est. $200/250
161 (HHH 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin,
12 Examples, #C18
Web
$150
O.g. (2), n.h. (10), 2 blocks and 4 singles, fine to very fine.
Scott $840 ...................................................... Est. $300/400
162 (HH r 1932, 8¢ Winged Globe, 1934, 6¢
Winged Globe, Complete Sheets of
50, #C17, C19
$80
N.h., C19 one row with perf seps., well centered, overall very
fine. Brookman $425 ..................................... Est. $100/120

Page 19
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Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

166 (HH

1952, 80¢ Hawaii, Complete Sheet of
50, #C46
$60
N.h., very fine. Brookman $300 ....................... Est. $80/100

Postage Dues through U.S. Possessions

163 (HH r 1935-37, China Clipper complete,
Sheets of 50, #C20-C22
$200
N.h., well centered, overall very fine. Brookman $1,132
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

164

H

( Hr

167

H

168

H

Hr

Postage Due: 1895, 5¢ deep claret,
Block of 4, #J41
$100
N.h., one with small gum spot, weak perfs, excellent color,
about fine. Scott $1,120+ .............................. Est. $150/200

H

Postage Due: 1895, 5¢, 10¢, #J41-42
$100
N.h., fresh, fine lot. Scott $560 ....................... Est. $150/180

1939, 30¢ Transatlantic, Complete
Sheet of 50, #C24
$120
N.h., gum streak and missed gum spots at top affecting pl.
blocks, fine to very fine. Brookman $675 ........ Est. $150/200

165 (HH r 1941-44, Transport complete, Sheets
of 50, #C25-C31
$220
N.h., overall very fine. Brookman $975 .......... Est. $300/350

169 H r

Playing Cards: 1918, blue, imperf,
#RF11
$50
Top left margin block of 4, very fine to extremely fine. Scott
$200+ ........................................................... Est. $100/150

May 12, 2019
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Lot

170

171

172

173

Description

H

H

s

H

H

Hr

Hr

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

174 BHH

Postal Saving: 1941, 10¢ rose red,
#PS11c
$50
N.h., Exploded 5 pane booklet with perfed horizontal edges
and Electric Eye marks, incl. covers and interleaves, fine to
very fine. Scott $575 ....................................... Est. $100/150

175 H

Hawaii: 1853, 5¢ blue, thick white
paper, #5
$350
O.g. (h.r.), fresh with bright color, just touches at lower
right, fine or better, 1997 P.S.E. cert. Scott $1,900
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

176 (H)

Hawaii: 1864, 1¢ black, #23
$60
Unused, 4 margins, almost very fine. Scott $300
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

177 H

Philippines: 1944, 10c rose carmine,
handstamped “VICTORY” in violet,
#O41
$50
Unused adhering to waxed paper interleaving, nearly very
fine, 1977 Freidl certificate photocopy single from block of
10, signed on reverse. Scott $500 .................... Est. $100/150

Playing Cards: 1930, 10¢ blue, imperf
vertically, Horizontal Pair, #RF24a
$50
N.h., fine. Scott $175 ..................................... Est. $100/150

Duck Stamp: 1934, $1 Mallards on
Washington Licence, #RW1
$70
Bottom straight edge example, canceled Nov. 2, 1934,
Roslyn, WA, diagonal crease on license, does not affect
adhesive, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $150/200

Duck Stamp: 1937, $1 Scaup Ducks,
Block of 4, #RW4
$100
N.h., gum skips, weak perfs, fine to very fine. Scott $1,100+
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Duck Stamp: 1939, $1 Green-Winged
Teals, Block of 4, #RW6
$70
N.h., usual gum bends, short wrinkle on one, otherwise fine
to very fine. Scott $900 ................................... Est. $150/200
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U.S. Collections and Various

Lot

Description

183 Hm

Mint and Used Collection in Scott
National Album
$1,000
With substantial amount of mostly used classic and 19th
Century, and while much of it is in mixed condition some
possibly misidentified, the catalogue value is huge, starting
with #1, 2 (2), then virtually all spaces filled with stamps
from the classic area through the grills, large and small Bank
Notes, Columbians missing only the $4, Trans.-Miss.
#285-92, 20th Century has scattered WashingtonFranklins, Fourth Bureau, and a few later commemoratives,
collection a field day for the experts, inspection a must,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,200/1,500

184 m

Used Collection
Web
$500
Sparse select collection on Heirloom album pages to
1902-03, incl. #1-2 (both 4 margined with certs.), 1869
Pictorials with certs for #116, 118-119, 121-122,
Columbians to $1 (cert), 311, 313, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

185 Hm

Oldtime Collection
$650
In three ring binder, starts with #2 pen cancel, 3 and variety
of mint and used classics up to 1869 issue which is complete,
112-22, some 1870-71 grills, and later large and small Bank
Notes, Columbians 230-39 mint, 3 plate strips of three of
279B mint, used 286-91, 296-9, 323-27 mint/used, then a
long 30-year run of mint n.h./l.h. blocks of 4, including 319,
331, 367, 370, 372, 374-75, 425, 513, 530, 539, 548-49, 564,
617-19, 622 (2), 627-28, 632-42 (no 634A), 644-55, 658-60,
670-71, 692-701 (plus dupes), 704-15, plus some Farleys,
also 630 White Plains Sheet and full mint set of singles of the
Kansas-Nebraska, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $750/900

Collections
178

H

HHm

179 Hm

Better Collection
$2,200
Many hundreds from 1847 to 1934, early issues used balance
mostly o.g. with some later issues n.h., better items include
used #1-2, 67, 120-121, 218, Columbians to $2,
Trans-Mississippi complete, 404, mint 323-330, 369,
424-440, 551-573, 630, 658-679, C1-C18, K1-K18, some
interesting Back-of-the-Book issues and Possessions, some
19th Century with faults but still a worthwhile collection,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $4,500/5,000
1851 to 1907 Mostly Used Classics
Stock
$2,000
Identified and mounted on Vario pages, duplication as to be
expected, all priced and ready for retail, inspection
recommended, mostly fine to very fine. Scott $71,700+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $4,000/6,000

180 H

Interesting Collector Collection
$1,250
Few thousand from 1847 to 1981 in 2 Scott National albums,
majority used with a few better o.g. items, including used
#1-2, 112-212, Columbians to $1, 292, C14-C15, mint 505,
and 630 plus Back-of-the-Book issues, few faults in 19th
Century, otherwise mostly fine or better ... Est. $2,500/3,000

181 Hm

1908 to 1920 Washington-Franklin
Mint and Used Stock
$1,000
Identified and mounted on Vario pages, duplication as to be
expected, all priced and ready for retail, inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine. Scott $33,100+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $2,000/2,500

182 Hm

Dealer Inventory Accumulation
$1,350
A longtime dealer has put together a huge lot filling three
cartons of collections, stock books, file folders and boxes of
desirable material, including album of used blocks of four
starting with #614-16, 621, Farleys, complete Famous
Americans and Prexies, 1053, Airmails, etc., album of early
Revenues plus reds and greens, mint/used Ducks, binder of
mint/used Canal Zone, Hawaii, Cuba, etc., Scott National incl.
294-99 mint/used and later, Scott National with few mint/used
early 294//99, 300-09, 323//27, some Farleys, used Q1-10, few
Ducks; album with few classics, large and small Bank Notes,
323//27 used, 548-50, mint 614-19, most Farley S/S then solid
mint to 10¢ commems; binder of BOB with mint/used Dues,
Special Delivery used E1-14 (no E12), used Q1-12 plus mint
blocks of 4 of the 1c, 2c, 4c, 5c, many officials, O1//124, album
with mint 294-99, 328-30, 397-400, 548-50, most commems to
1940, C1-22 (no C13-15), stockbook of mint, mostly 1-5
copies, 615-21, good run of 2¢ reds, Parks, etc.; shoebox with
mostly plates, blocks and singles, 617 onward to 5¢ commems;
folder of early mint blocks and pairs incl. 294, 328, 370, 337,
614-15, 619, C18 etc., folder of mostly 19th Century with
multiple shades of 10, 11, 26, 65 and onward, folder of Parcel
Post, Revenues and Ducks, large glassine filled with mostly n.h.
plates, 1930-42; stockbook with many classics to the KansasNebraska, mint/used, binder of Hawaii, Philippines, etc., old
“Philatelist’s Collecting Book” filled with Revenues, a binder
with mint set of arrow blocks of 531, 408-09, layout of four plate
positions of a stamp to form a “mini-sheet”, and blocks of four of
Q1-6, etc., generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,500/1,800

Start Bid

186

H

HH

Commemorative Plate Block
Collection
$600
Including a f.-v.f. l.h. plate block of six of #294 (cat. $300), a
f.-v.f. plate block of 6 of 330 with modest reinforcement (cat.
$3,000), plus plate blocks of 617, 620, 629, 643, 644, 645,
649-50, variety of 2¢ reds, 703-14, 718-19, then virtually
solid to 752, including all Farley souvenir sheets, all 3¢
purples to the Prexies, Army-Navy and Overrun Countries
complete, 906 and on through the 5¢ commemoratives plus a
block of 4 with plate number of C18, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $700/850

187

H

HHm

1851 to 1984 Mint and Used
Collection
$350
Housed in Scott album and various stockbooks, 19th and
early 20th Century mostly used, incl. Airs, Special Delivery,
Dues, Officials, plus a lightly filled Scott album of cut
squares, generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $700/800

188 Hm

Large Stockbook of Mint and Used
$500
Nice run from earliest to post WWII, incl. scattering of
classics, 1869’s, large and small Bank Notes, Columbians to
$1 mint/used, used 285/291, 294-99, 300-10, 312, 323-27,
mint 328-30, used 331-42 plus a substantial run of mostly
used Washington-Franklins, 548-550 mint NH, 658-679
nearly complete mint, some Farleys and Prexie plates and
beyond, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $600/750

189 Hm

Minkus All-American Album
Collection
$500
Incl. used #230-39, mint 323-330, 551-72 (no 30c), 578-79,
581-91, White Plains Sheet, 658/79 to Prexies, Airmails
complete incl. C13-15 (C15 small thin), C18 used, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/750

May 12, 2019
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Lot

190 m

Large Precancel Accumulation
$300
In two cartons containing 11 homemade albums plus plastic
bags and glassines of several thousand Bureau Precancels,
duplication will be found, noted a few error varieties
contained, a large hoard worthy of inspection, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $600/800

199

H

HHm

Collector’s Accumulation
$220
Mix of mint and used on stockcards and stockpages etc.,
mostly 20th Century with some 19th, noted #14 used pair,
292 used, 368 grade 100 n.h., 2435b strip of 4, C52 small
holes line pair, RE195 sheet of 50, many certs. incl.
encapsulated modern graded 95 or 98, also about $250 face,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $450/600

191 Hm

1847 to 1960 Mint and Used
Collection
Web
$300
Neatly mounted collection in springback album, noted #1,
36, 71, 72, large Bank Notes, Colombians to 10¢,
Washington-Franklin’s incl. blocks of Kansas City roulettes,
several mint blocks E7 and some used airs, a useful
collection, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $600/800

200

H

HHm

Balance of Collection
$220
Few thousand in 7 albums including Lighthouse hingeless
album, few better used 19th Century some mint early
Commemoratives and modern postage, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $450/550

192 H r

N.H. Plate Block Commemorative
Collection
$300
To 1970s in 6 White Ace albums and loose, occasional o.g.,
starting #537 with 1920s commems. with large tops,
#620-621, incl. Airs (C3 block of 4), Presidentials complete,
etc., overall very fine ....................................... Est. $600/800

193 H

20th Century Oldtime Collection
$400
N.h., on oldtime pages from 1930’s to 1950’s showing partial
sheets, full sheets, FDC’s incl. Famous Americans, also
backup up collections starting 1893 Columbian with mostly
mint, separate album of Famous Americans with FDC’s,
also Airs, few panes, etc. ................................. Est. $600/800

194

H

HH

Mint Collection
$500
Incl. #156, 300-06, 308, decent showing of
Washington-Franklins, 397-400, 402-04, 498-518 (no 500,
505), 614-21, 551-72, 578-79, 630 White Plains Sheet,
Kansas-Nebraska complete, 692-701, Farleys, Prexies
complete, plus Airmails complete C1-C121 (no C13-15),
and Back-of-the-Book, incl. Q1-10, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/750

195

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection in Scott
National
$400
With a scattering of classic, grills, #112-116 plus 119 mint,
large and small Bank Notes, Columbians to 50¢ mint/used,
278 used well centered small thin, 285-291 mint/used,
294-99 mint, scattered Washington-Franklins, 397-404 (no
400A, 404 used), 630 (trim), most Kansas-Nebraska, then
virtually all mint 692 onward, Prexies to $2 including 832b,
C1-6 mint/used, C18 mint, Q1-12 used, Back-of-the-Book
incl. Ducks RW1-13 (RW2 F/VF mint NH), rest
mint/used to RW31 ....................................... Est. $500/600

196 Hm

197

H

HH

198 H

Description

201 Hm

Better Dealers Stock
$220
About 100 from 1860’s to 1920’s including used #101, 241,
262, 90¢ Bank Notes, mint 241 (unused), 403, C1-C6,
mixed condition but lots of catalog value, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

202 m

Two Volume Strictly Used Collection
$375
Starting with #39, then a few classics, 112-17, 119, good run
of large and small Bank Notes, incl. 218 (Cat. $225), 230-40,
264-67, 285-91, 294-99, 300-311, 323-30, 331-42, 397-404,
424-40, 523 (cat. $240), 551-73, 658-79 and then basically
solid to 1987, plus C1-2, C4-6 and onward (no C13-15),
Special Delivery and Back-of-the-book, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $450/600

203 m

Predominately Used Collection
$300
Strong in early classics, starting with used #1, and through
the 1857-1867 issues, !869 used from 112-118, lots of large
Bank Notes, mostly used but includes a v.g. mint 152 (CV
$650), used Columbians 230-39, 242, 285-91, 294-99,
323-36, plus mint f.-v.f. 327, decent run of
Washington-Franklins and Fourth Bureaus, 524, 547,
mint/used 658/79, Farleys and a few later, inspect, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/600

204 Hm

Interesting Collector Accumulation
$200
Few hundred including o.g. C1-C6, used 19th Century,
mint 1930’s issues and few better covers, worth a close look,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $400/500

205

H

HHm

Mint Collection in All American
Album
$250
Few hundred from 1850’s to 1962, with few early used, value
mainly in o.g. commemorative issues (later issues are n.h.)
including #294-299, 323-327, 403, 630, 834, C1-C6, C18
plus few Washington-Franklins and some used
Confederates, mostly fine or better ................. Est. $500/600

Washington-Franklin Group
$200
Hundreds, used, o.g. and n.h., blocks, plate blocks, booklet
panes, few singles and pairs, #332/535 identified in
glassines, high value, average to fine ............... Est. $400/500

206 H

Mint Collection in Scott National
Album
$200
Few Hundred from 1893 to 1941 o.g. including #294-299,
658-679, C1-C6 and some Washington-Franklins, some
stuck to pages, mostly fine or better ................ Est. $400/600

H

1901 to 1974 Mint Collection
$200
Housed in Lighthouse album, early issues o.g., balance
mostly n.h., better items include #294-299 (small faults),
300-310, 323-330, 630, Farley’s, and 834, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

Remainder Collections in 7 Albums
$250
Few thousands with some modern postage and few better
used 19th Century, generally fine to very fine . Est. $500/600
Interesting Mint Accumulation
$250
About 30 1890’s to 1930’s incl. n.h., #304, and 309, 330,
400, C2, C13, o.g. 290, and 299, C2 block, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/600

Start Bid

207

HH

208 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
$150
1857 to 1993 plus Airs and Back-of-Book mounted in 2
Harris Classic albums, classics used, noted 6c, 10c, 15c 1869
Pictorials, large and small Bank Notes, Columbians thru 50c
(o.g.), C1 (o.g.), C18 (o.g.), RW1, 2 & 4 (used), generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400
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Plate Block Collection
$150
Hundreds in 3 Harris Plate Block albums from 1926 thru
1993, incl. Airs, Ducks, Officials, Dues, etc., majority n.h.,
incl. C10 (o.g.), $1 and $2 Prexies, National Parks and
several high values, lots of postage, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

220

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection
$100
1857 thru 1980 plus Airmails in Minkus All-American
album, incl. Washington-Franklins, 1st and 4th Bureau
issues, Columbians to 10c, Trans-Miss. to 10c, Louisiana,
Pan-American and Pan-Pacific issues, Prexie coils and lots
of face, mostly fine or better ............................ Est. $200/250

210 H

19th & Early 20th Century
Accumulation
$150
Mostly used on Vario pages, starts around 1861 to late 1920’s
incl. Airs Dues, Special Delivery etc., mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

221

H

HH

Washington-Franklin Group
$100
O.g. to n.h., 24 some n.h. including #395-396 (n.h.), and
o.g. 438-439, and 447 pair, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

222

H

HHm

H

1869 to 1988 Mainly Mint Collection
$150
O.g., some never hinged / some hinged, in mounts in White
Ace album, scattered mint and used to 1907 then almost all
mint mainly n.h., Back-of-Book incl. E7 n.h., Q1-7 n.h. or
o.g., generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,650+
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1851 to 1990 Mint and Used
Collection
$100
O.g., some never hinged / some hinged, in mounts in Harris
album, mixed mint and used to about 1974, then mostly
mint, mostly complete from #554, no back-of-Book, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $200/250

209

211

Description
H

HH

HH

212 Hm

213 Hm

214 m

Two Carton Potpourri
$150
An eclectic assemblage containing Revenues on documents,
Christmas Seals, cinderellas, souvenir folders, misc. covers,
postal stationery, bundleware, etc., plus some Worldwide
adhesives in cards (owner’ cat over $800), an unusual
mixture worth inspection, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/350
1861 to 1965 Dealer Red Box
$150
Mostly used with duplication, owner’s cat value $7,000,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400
Oklahoma and Indian Territory
Cancels
$200
Several hundred town cancels on small cropped piece,
majority without stamps, noted several DPO’s, late 19th to
early 20th Century, Aaron to Zion for Oklahoma, Adair to
Zena for Indian Territory, no dupl. noted, all on #102 sales
cards, retail prices from $1 to $10, most in the $2-$3 range,
cards annotated with date opened/closed, etc., excellent lot
for student of postmarks from these areas, Fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Description

Start Bid

223 Hm

Mint and Used Remainders
$100
On pages or in album, incl. RW1-12 (some no gum) and
later, Christmas Seals, C18 mint, also lower end used
collection and singles ..................................... Est. $200/300

224 Hm

Collection in Mystic Album
$100
Many hundreds from 1870 to 1964, early issues used balance
mint, few better 19th Century used, mint #834, and 1053,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $200/250

225 m

Used Stock
$100
Many thousands on stockpages in 18 binders, 1870’s to
2011, great for a packet maker, fine ................ Est. $200/250

226 Hm

Interesting Mint and Used
Accumulation
$100
Many hundreds from 1850’s to modern including few better
19th Century Columbians to 50¢ with some lower mint
values, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $200/250

227 H

Precancel Accumulation
$100
Few thousand Bureaus and Locals, nice variety from 1902
on, generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $200/250

215

H

HH

Collection in Mystic Albums
$120
Few thousand from 1932 to 2002, early issues o.g. balance
mostly n.h., fine to very fine ............................ Est. $250/300

228 m

Remainder Lot in 4 Albums
$70
Many hundreds mostly used with a scattering of better 19th
Century, mostly fine or better ......................... Est. $150/200

216

H

HH

Balance of Collection
$120
Many hundreds mostly n.h. incl. coils booklets and sheets
including Forever stamps, fine to very fine ..... Est. $250/300

229 m)

Interesting Accumulation
$70
Many hundreds in albums mostly used with a few better 19th
Century and Ducks, plus group of covers including few
better 19th Century, events and FDC’s, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

230 H)

Balance of Collection
$70
Few thousand, modern mint Stationery and FDC’s (1950’s
on) plus few U.N. and Foreign, generally Fine to Very Fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

231 Hm

Balance of Estate
$70
Mint and used, incl. 1971 U.P.U. Presentation book, some
modern postage and group of better Hawaii, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

232 Hm

Balance of Estate
$70
Used collection in 10 albums, used on paper and in
envelopes, back-of-the-book collection, FDC, and some
mint Canada, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $150/200

217 H

218 H

219 Hm

Mostly Mint Balance of Collection
$120
Many hundreds in 3 albums, including Schaubek hingeless,
better items include #834, few better coils and modern
postage, fine to very fine ................................. Est. $250/300
Collection in old Nicklin Album
$100
Few hundred 1857 to 1938 majority o.g. with some early
used, better items include mint #397-400A, C1-C3, Q10,
plus some Back-of-the-Book issues, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
Interesting Mint and used
Accumulation
$100
Few hundred in 2 stockbooks, including mint #299, used
#291 (2), nice group of mint 2 cent reds including blocks,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $200/250
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233

H

234

H

Start Bid

HH

1920’s Plate Blocks
$60
11 o.g. or n.h. (one unused), #548-50, 614-21, a few with
faults, inspection recommended, average to v.f. centering
....................................................................... Est. $120/150

H

1930 White Plains sheet and 1956 $5
Hamilton, #630, 1053
$60
#630 n.h. but black ink on gum of one stamp, internal tear
top selvage, 1053 plate block n.h., fine to very fine centering.
Scott $525 ...................................................... Est. $120/150

235 m

Full Banker Box of 20th Century Used
$50
Many thousands in full box, sorted in glassines, on
stockpages, no heavy dupl., occasional earlier, clean
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Postage and Modern Collections
236

H

237

H

238

H

239

H

240

Hr

Hr

Hr

Modern Collection in 7 albums
$325
Few thousand from 1965 to 2014 in Mystic albums, n.h.,
including some sheets, fine to very fine ........... Est. $650/750
Commemorative Sheet and Block
Collection
$325
N.h., Large array of various mint sheets in 11 sheet files or
folders totaling about $1,000 face and a box of plate blocks
and Mr. Zip blocks totaling about $200, a large plate block
album with over $500 face, for an all-around total of plus or
minus $1,700, values range from 1940’s 3¢ into more recent
and usable 33¢ range, and quite a few slightly premium
mini-sheet multiples, birds, flowers, flags, various
Bicentennials, etc., well worth a look, everything clean,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800
8¢ thru 29¢ Era Postage
$250
N.h., thousands of singles, blocks, sheets, high values,
booklets, etc. in a banker box, mostly n.h., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

H

High-Value Accumulation
$220
$1 to $14 in sheets and partial sheets, n.h., plus Tribute to
Space signed FDC’s with mint $9.95 stamp (10), total face
value $800, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $450/550

H

Hr

Mint Plate Block Collection
$200
Many hundreds in albums and loose, 1930’s to 2013, nice
variety, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $400/600

241

H

HH

Balance of Estate
$150
Few thousand including year sets, sheets, coils etc., mostly
n.h., generally fine to very fine ........................ Est. $300/400

242

H

H

Plate Block Collection
$120
N.h., 1959 to 1981 in mounts on White Ace pages, $430 face
incl. 1053 plate block, fine to very fine ............ Est. $250/300

243

H

244

H

245

H

HH

Postage and Modern Mint Stock
$120
Few thousand from 1919 to 1999, early issues mostly o.g.,
balance n.h., few better 1930’s issues, fine ...... Est. $250/300

H

Commemoratives Collection
$100
Mint n.h. collection in 4 White Ace Albums from 1926 to
1983, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $200/250

Hr

Postage Accumulation
$100
Mostly n.h., 3¢ thru 10¢ singles, sheets, plate blocks, ZIP
blocks, some mounted on Minkus pages ........ Est. $200/250

Lot

Description

246 BHH

Modern Mint Booklets and Panes
Accumulation
$100
A small binder and Vario pages containing over $600 face
value, duplication, a useful group, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

247

H

248

H

249

Start Bid

HH r

Plate Block Stock
$100
Few hundred from 1935 to 2011, in 6 binders, mostly n.h.
with few early o.g., face value to $5, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

H

Modern Mint Stock
$100
Many hundreds from 2000 to 2015, n.h., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

H

HH r

Sheet Accumulation
$100
Over 100, 3¢ to 20¢, some with dist. o.g., balance n.h., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/250

250

H

Hr

Collector’s Postage Balance
$100
N.h., loose mostly pl. blocks and later sheets to dollar values,
few early 3¢, etc., unpicked ............................ Est. $200/300

251

H

HH

Collection in 7 Lindner Hingeless
albums
$70
From 1935 to 1998, mostly n.h. with a scattering of used, face
value about $300, fine to very fine ................... Est. $150/200

252

H

HH r

Accumulation of Blocks and Plate
Blocks
$70
O.g. to n.h., Many hundreds 1940’s to 1980’s, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

Back-of-the-Book Collections
253 Hm

Back-of-the-Book Mint and Used
Stock
$2,000
Containing Airs, Special Delivery, Dues, Newspapers,
Parcel Post, Offices in China etc., identified and mounted on
Vario pages, duplication as to be expected, all priced and
ready for retail, inspection recommended, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $47,000 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $4,000/5,000

254 Hm

Back of Book Group 1879 to 1932 Web $2,500
Mint and used collection on White Ace pages in a binder,
with Special Delivery, strong Postage Dues, Parcel Post,
Parcel Post Due and Shanghai overprints, highlights incl.
mint #E1, E2, E3, E5 (2), J1, J19, J28, J36, J37, J41-42,
J57, J59 (also J21 and J27 used), Q1-12, JQ1-4, K1-15,
K17-18, much n.h. throughout, condition varies, review
recommended, generally Fine to Very Fine. 2017 Scott
$19,000+ (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $3,000/3,500

255

H

HH

256 H)

Mint Airmail Collection
$250
Complete from 1918 to 1989, #C1-C6 and C13-C15 o.g.,
balance mostly n.h., in Lighthouse hingeless album, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/600
2 Volume Mint Postal Card Collection
$350
To 1980s mounted on blank pages, few early used incl.
#UX1, mint UX8, UX10 (2 types), UY1 (2), UY3 (3, 1
used), UY10, recent varieties incl. non-fluorescent, many
showing minor varieties, overall clean lot, Fine to Very Fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
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269

H

270

H

271

H

257

H

HH

Mint Back-of-the-Book Collection
$150
Mostly o.g. with modern issues n.h., includes #C1-C3,
C18, Q1-Q12, and nice group of modern Ducks, in
Lighthouse hingeless album, fine to very fine . Est. $300/400

258

H

HH r

Nice Group of Early Airmails
$250
Blocks of 4, #C1-12 and C18, some blocks are l.h. on two
top stamps, but others, including C18, are n.h., generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/350

259 H)

260 H

261

s

262 H)

263 H

Several Hundred Unused Mostly
Postal Cards
$70
Running from the 2¢ era up to 19¢ with quite a few Airmails
running to 35¢, good variety, but also considerable
duplication, and a few postal envelopes thrown in, everything
clean and fresh, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $150/200
Christmas Seal Collection
$70
O.g., several thousand 1907 thru 1980s, mint singles, blocks,
sheets, booklets mounted on homemade and White Ace
pages, plus glassines of duplicates, TB and misc. seals,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200
Airpost Cut Square Collection
$100
Complete to 1973, incl. #UC3 printed on both sides (other
side used), very fine. 2014 Scott $593 ............. Est. $150/200
Mint and Used Postal Card CollectionWeb
$100
In a binder to circa 1930s, over 100, incl. mint #UX5,
UX21-22, some preprinted, internal usages, shades, postal
reply, etc., mostly fine to very fine ................... Est. $150/200
Numismatic Souvenir Cards
$50
About 93, mostly Numismatic with a few philatelic in a mint
sheet album, very clean group, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Description
H

Modern Duck Collection
$120
Collection from 1973 to 2015, mostly n.h. plus few earlier
used, fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $250/300

H

Graded Ducks
$70
N.h., all graded XF 90, #RW40, RW43 (2), RW44 (2)
RW45, RW48, RW54, RW56, RW57 and RW73b, 2006
P.S.E. certs. .................................................. Est. $150/200

Hr

1971 to 1989 Ducks, Blocks of 4,
#RW38-RW56
$70
N.h., face $522, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $150/200

272 m

Canceled Checks With Revenues
$50
Several hundred from late 19th to early 20th Century from
Lentz Table Co. and Fifth Avenue Bank, duplication but
worth a look, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $100/150

273 Hm

State Duck Revenues
$50
Identified and in #102 cards from CA, KS, IA, MA, MD,
MI, NH, NJ, ND, TX, UT, VA, WI, WV, incl. Pheasant,
Upland Game, Archery, Firearms, Quail, Public Access,
Bow & Arrow, etc., generally fine to very fine. Scott $1,500+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $100/150

274

H

H

275 Hm

Hawaii Interesting Accumulation
$250
Few hundred mostly used, few with better cancels, covers
and PPC’s (mostly 1930’s and later) some FDC’s,
Precancels, and 2 $1 Emergency notes (VG/Fine), generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/600

276 (H)

Early Hawaii Group of 3, #9, 15, 26 Web
$100
Unused, #9 tear lower left, 15 repair at top, 26 “tiny thin
spec”, small margins to touching, 2015 P.S.A.G. cert.
(#26). Scott $1,400 ....................................... Est. $200/250

277 H)

Hawaii Mint Postal Card Group
$100
UX1, UX2, UX8, UY1 and UY3, some toning on UX8,
otherwise unusually clean, very fine lot ........... Est. $200/250

278 H

Ryukyus 1948 to 1972 Mint
Collection
$100
Hinged in Scott Specialty album, complete incl. Airmails
except #17, mostly very fine .......................... Est. $200/250

Dealer Stock, #R1b/RU13d
$750
Identified on #102 cards and housed in red box, some light
duplication, a useful group, worth a look, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $24,065 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $1,500/2,000

265

H

Hr

Mint Duck Accumulation
$400
N.h., Mostly $15 denominations in multiples, face value
$2,677, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $800/1,000

266

H

HH

1936 to 2010 Duck Accumulation,
#RW3/RW77A
Web
$375
RW3 to RW39 o.g. with some h.r., some gum creases,
catalog $2215, RW40 to RW77A n.h., face $875, dupl. up to
4, generally fine to very fine ............................ Est. $750/900

267

H

268

H

Hr

1946 to 1968 Duck Group, Blocks of
4, #RW13-RW16, RW32-RW35
$220
N.h., RW13-16 usual gum bends, RW16 wrinkle on two
and gum skips on one, fine to very fine. Scott $2,400
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

HH

1934-1993 Duck Collection,
#RW1-RW60
$150
RW1-RW33 and RW36 unused, RW34-RW35 and
RW37-RW60 n.h., straight edge on RW6, RW7, RW9 and
RW10, gum crease on RW3 and RW5, otherwise fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $300/400

1990’s Duck Group
$50
N.h., small lot of Federal ($15) and Washington state ($6)
singles and plate blocks (45 stamps total), face value $450
....................................................................... Est. $100/130

Possessions Collections

Revenue Collections
264 Hm

Start Bid

Postal History Collections
279

)

Various Flight Categories
$550
553 singles or matched sets, 11 diff. categories incl.
Trans-Oceanic (54 - retail $1,836); Ohio aviation (113 - $1,
360), sleeved and priced with few identified, few with
Foreign adhesives, mid 20th Century except Shuttle related
and “X24B” flights (1980’s period), retail mostly $8-20
range, total retail $7505, fine overall ............ Est. $800/1,000
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289

)

Collector’s Accumulation
$100
Hundreds in ½ full bankers box, mostly 20th Century with
some 19th, incl. much stationery and some postcards, bit of
FDC’s but mostly commercial, mainly sleeved or in
envelopes, better than usual accumulation, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

290

)

Unpicked Accumulation
$100
About 300 including Portland correspondence (no letters)
from 1910 to 1940’s WWI-WWII AEF and APO covers,
1930’s cacheted FDC’s and Earle Ovington autograph on
1931 cover, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $200/250

291

)

20th Century Accumulation
$100
Carton containing many hundred commercial covers, Postal
Cards and event, FD covers, mostly early to mid 20th
Century, a wide variety worth inspection, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/250

292

)

Mostly WWII Related Military Group
$100
Half a carton containing several hundred mostly related to
WWII, Airs, free franks etc., a diverse group, worth a peek,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/250

293

)

RPO Accumulation
$100
Over 400 covers and picture postcards primarily from the
early to mid 20th Century, a useful group, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/250

294

)

DPO Stock
$70
Couple hundred circa 1900 to mostly 1940’s with Northern
and Oregon, extensive postcard usages, also Nebraska, etc.,
generally fine to very fine Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock ............................................................. Est. $150/200

295

)

Mostly 20th Century Accumulation
$70
About 1,000 mostly commercial, plus collection of mint and
used Postal Cards starting at 1873, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

296

)

Military/Naval Group
$70
Several thousand, 1917 to modern, WWI, WWII,
commissioning, launchings, port visits, APO’s, FPO’s,
censored, etc., very good dollar box material, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

297

)

2 Box Accumulation
$70
Approx 1, 200 commercial, FDC’s, postcards, events, First
Flight, Naval, etc, mostly 20th Century, great dollar box
material ......................................................... Est. $150/200

298

)

Military Ship Stock
$70
420 WWI to modern, incl. 138 submarines and 57 early
warship postcards, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $150/200

299

)

Late 1910’s to Early 1940’s Group
$50
34 mostly flight related, few stamp dealers etc., incl. C3 May
15, 1918 first flight (stamp creased), all approx. #10 size,
condition a bit mixed ...................................... Est. $100/150

300

)

Balance of Estate
$50
Few hundred including couple better 19th Century
commercial, and stationery, U.S. FDC’s and some Fluegel
patriotics, fine ................................................ Est. $100/150

280

)

Collector’s Accumulation
$220
Approx. 14 thousand 19th Century to modern incl. hand
colored, stationery, Officials, events, Airs, FDC’s, censored,
first flights, good selection of Alaska, good money maker for
dollar dealer, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $450/550

281

)

Covers with Some Ephemera
$200
200+, 19th and 20th Century, wide variety 3c
Washington-Franklins, multiple on pkg. piece with label
c.1918, 1898 Soldier’s letter, 2 covers to noted sculptor
Adelaide Johnson, 1937 Puerto Rico color promo cover,
1850’s-60’s Pension Dept. fancy official cover, 1863 Mass.
Cavalry document, few Hawaii Boy Scout covers 1945, RFK
1965 printed free frank, 1870’s-80’s telegrams, England to
Chicago, etc., mostly fine or better .................. Est. $350/400

282

283

284

285

)

)

)

)

Better 19th Century Group
$170
Over 170 earlier covers, some stampless and Postal
Stationery, mostly 1850’s to 1870’s, a useful group, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $350/400
Fascinating Accumulation
$150
About 300, 1850’s to modern including flights, few FDC’s,
and group of better 19th Century including #17 pair (faulty)
on cover to Liverpool, #115 on cover, and 1960 cover to
Cuba, worth a close look, fine or better ........... Est. $300/400
19th Century Group
$150
Several hundred ranging from the stampless/folded letter era
up through the 1890’s, dealer retail values from not very
much up to about $25 or so, many sleeved and/or priced, incl.
Foreign destinations, commemoratives, Bank Notes, ads
and corner cards, a few registered, quite a few ancillary
markings, some otherwise “better” items with condition
issues, please inspect, mostly fine or better ...... Est. $300/400
20th Century Mix
$120
Hundreds of them, from 1900 right up until now,
advertising covers, censored, WWI, WWII, APO’s,
Airmails, Foreign destinations, ships and naval, registered,
Special Delivery, early or better first days (along with a lot of
later common ones), small towns, DPO’s, ancillary
markings, retail value up to about $20 per item, some
condition issues, otherwise, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

286

)

Mostly U.S. Accumulation
$120
Five shoeboxes containing mostly U.S. commercial, F.D.
covers and a small folder of picture postcards, some Foreign
train related and Churchill stamps and covers, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $250/300

287

)

19th Century Stampless Group
$120
About 100 in small binder, many with cancel frankings, an
interesting and useful group, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

288

)

19th Century Accumulation
$120
Several hundred in small box containing commercial, Postal
Card and stationery covers, mostly from large Bank Note era,
a diverse group, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $250/350

Description

Start Bid
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302

Description
)

)

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Start Bid

Used 1920’s Stationery
Correspondences, #Type U93
$50
Hundreds in 2 full banker boxes, all to Kansas Refinery
companies using 2¢ Washington Die, few window and
#10’s ............................................................ Est. $100/200

Postcards

19th & 20th Century Miscellaneous
Accumulation
$50
Small box with few hundred covers, stationery and Postal
Cards, noted some Officials, unused V-Mail and oversize
covers, inspection invited, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

312

)

Old Vintage Collection Portland,
Oregon
$400
Mostly views, most all vintage and unsleeved, collection
separated by Makers (over 50 publishers), The Postal Ship,
Britton & Rey, PCK Series, Pacific Novelty, D.M. Averall
etc., advertising, restaurants, buildings, parks, street scenes,
steamer, railroads, bridges, waterways expos, good to very
good .............................................................. Est. $500/600

313

)

Southern California Mostly Views
$375
Unsleeved vintage collection separated by city and towns,
San Marino, San Gabriel, Sierra Madre, San Pedro, Long
Beach, Mt. Wilson, Santa Monica, Venice, Ventura,
Arcadia, Pomona, Santa Cruz County, incl. binder album of
about 180 photo cards mostly California and Northern Coast
by photographer Patterson, good to very good Est. $500/600

314

)

Stock of Mostly Postcards
$220
386, majority postcards incl. real photos, some commercial
covers and cachets, noted many Western U.S., few Foreign
mixed in, retail $3069, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

315

)

Accumulation of Postal Cards and
PPC’s
$150
About 3,500 including U.S. and Worldwide PPC’s and
mostly U.S. Postal Cards, majority modern but a few 19th
Century Postal Cards and better PPC’s, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

316

)

California Views
$100
Two full shoeboxes containing several hundred, some
sleeved, North and South California, noted a few real photos,
a useful group, good to very good ................... Est. $200/250

317

)

Mint and Used Accumulation
$40
Several hundred mint and used 1900 to modern, Foreign,
real photos, train topics, small group of Alaska incl. maps,
generally fine to very fine .................................. Est. $80/100

United States and Worldwide

First Day and Cachet Makers
303

)

Accumulation in 2 boxes
$100
About 2,000, majority with cachets, 1930’s to 1990, with a
scattering of better cachets, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

304

)

FDC Accumulation
$100
About 3,000 from 1926 to 1990’s early issues mostly
uncacheted, some 1930’s cacheted, modern issues mostly
cacheted addressed, fine ................................. Est. $200/250

305

)

Modern FDC Hoard
$70
About 14,000 from 1980’s to 2005 uncacheted, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

306

)

Space Accumulation
$70
About 1,000 including FDC’s and events including a few
Doc. Nichol local covers, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

307

)

“The 100 Milestones of Flight”
$70
Few hundred group #2-100 mostly 4 to around 10 of each
(saw a couple with 1 or 2 only), overall clean ... Est. $150/200

308

)

FDC’s and Cacheted
$70
Airmail covers FDC’s, flights and commercial, fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

309

)

Baseball Related
$70
Few hundred events and FDC’s with a few stamps, fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

310

)

First Flight Accumulation
$70
Over 400 in small box mostly from the 1950’s and 60’s, some
light duplication, some are sleeved, a wide variety, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

318

)

U.S. and Worldwide Old and Modern
Chromes
$280
Used and unused, many sleeved, approx. 8,500 to 10,000
cards, good to very good ................................. Est. $400/500

311

)

Unpicked First Day Lot
$50
Hundreds loose and in cover folders in 2 full banker boxes,
1940’s to recent, incl. some dedication, etc., clean
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

319

)

Foreign Military Stock
$140
Over 100 early to mid 20th Century with about 30% Japan,
only a few used, retail $1853 ........................... Est. $280/325
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Ephemera
United States and Worldwide
320

321

Interesting Mix of Various Eclectic,
Historical Americana
$300
225 items, old 8x10 photos of grandfather clocks, 3 ornate
printed pages from 1500’s-1600’s, few old photos and
engravings, Los Angeles Coliseum 1930’s brochure, 4/13/45
“FDR DEAD” complete F-VF newspaper, few covers and
small ephemera 1800’s-1900’s, stock certificates, few old
baseball ephemera, 1861 Pacific railroad printed house
document 33 pages, few old letters, etc., mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $450/500
Miscellaneous Photographs,
Stereo-views
$200
Mount photos, unmounted snap shot, San Francisco
earthquake, CDV, 1870’s Ewing family cabinet photos with
1910 hardbound book Sketches of the Families by Joseph
Lyons Ewing (1910) Stratford, NJ, tin types, large 10"x14"
hand colored tin, misc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

322

Paper, Ephemera, Civil War Books,
Mostly California Estate Collection
$220
Billheads, letterheads, checks, soda and beverage advertising
labels, Eastern States advertising trade cards, greetings,
misc., generally fine to very fine ...................... Est. $300/400

323

Yosemite Group
$250
Brochures, maps, about 130 mostly mint earlier postcards,
photos etc., mostly Fine or better .................... Est. $300/400

324

19th & 20th Century Political
$130
Over 100, mostly 20th Century, much Presidential, incl.
Teddy Roosevelt as commissioner of Civil Service (1890’s
magazine), FDR, Eisenhower, Nixon, Reagan, Kennedy,
plus early 20th Century campaigns, covers, cards, ephemera,
few buttons, 1956 National Review, Garfield pamphlet, etc.,
fine or better .................................................. Est. $200/300

Lot

Description

Start Bid

Commonwealth Country
Collections
Great Britain
327

H

HHm

Extensive Collection
$1,250
Many hundreds from 1840 to 1989, early issues used balance
mostly o.g. with modern issues n.h., better items include used
#1-7, 57, 74-75, 124, 176, 209, mint 111-122, 139,
249-251A, mostly mint from 1940 on, few faults in 19th
Century but still worth a close look, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

328

H

HHm

Collection in 2 Scott Albums
$600
Few thousand from 1840 to 2008, QV issues mostly used,
1940 on mint with many n.h. sets, better items include used
#1-2, 7, 57, 108-109, 139-141, mint 111-122, 127-138,
179-181, few faults in 19th Century balance, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

329 m

Used Collection
$500
Housed in a binder, with 5 Penny Blacks, two #2, 10 #3 and
substantial quantity composed of #4 through 44, virtually all
annotated with plate numbers, and continuing on to where
plate numbers end, a considerable number cataloging $100
up to $550 (#69), condition varies, but catalog value is
absolutely huge., generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $600/750

330

H

HHm

1841 to 1986 Mint and Used
Collection
$270
In Scott Specialty album, mixed mint and used to 1924, then
mint in mounts, appears all n.h. from 1957, 19th Century
sparse, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,903
....................................................................... Est. $550/650

331

H

HHm

Collector’s Accumulation
$250
Everything from used classics to modern n.h. in mix of
glassines, stockcards, stockpages in half-full bankers box,
sorting should prove rewarding, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

325

Trade Cards, Cut Outs, Etc.
$50
Loose and mounted on old heavy pages in separated book,
over 100 in various conditions, inspect ........... Est. $100/150

332 BHH

326

Worldwide Zeppelin Related Coins
and Pins
$70
Germany 1930 3-mark coin KM-67 (fine), and 5 various
pins, fine or better .......................................... Est. $150/200

333

H

Mint Booklet Stock
$200
Few hundred from 1971 to 1997, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

HH

Postage Due Mint Collection
$200
O.g. with some n.h., generally fine to very fine. Scott
#J1-J67 $1,800 ............................................. Est. $400/600

334 BHH

Prestige Booklets
$150
100 from 1980 to 2005 with duplication, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

335 Hm

Dealer’s Stock
$220
Many hundreds in 5 stockbooks, 1840 to 1980’s QV mostly
used including #1, few modern mint issues and Channel
Islands, mostly fine or better .......................... Est. $250/300
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336 Hm

337 Hm

338

H

H

339 Hm

Start Bid

Lot

Description

1840 to 1991 Mint and Used
Collection
$220
Housed in Scott album, 19th and mid 20th Century mostly
used, noted #1 (faulty), 4, 5, 57, 140, Dues, some Officials
and Regionals, mostly fine to very fine. 2017 Scott
approximately $9,000 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $250/300

344 Hm

1859 to 1994 Collection
$300
In two hingeless Lighthouse albums, noted used #20, 26,
34-40, 102 o.g., 119 n.h., 162-177 (50c used), E1-E3 o.g.,
spot check shows QEII all n.h. with many n.h. before,
generally f.-v.f. in 20th Century. Scott $7,305 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1854 to 1951 Mostly Used Collection
$100
Hinged on Scott pages, fairly well represented throughout,
no early high values, generally fine to very fine Est. $200/250

345

Channel Islands Mint Stock
$100
Many hundreds mostly n.h. from 1969 to 2003, sorted by
Scott Number, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $200/250
Australia, 1913 to 1998 Mostly Used
Collection
$100
In mounts and housed in Scott album, a useful group,
generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott approximately
$2,000+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $200/250

H

Hr

341

H

H

HHm

HHm

342 Hm

343

H

HHm

Face Lot
$400
N.h., New issues from 1980 to 2002 on pages in blocks and
min. sheets, along with few loose modern booklets, incl. $ and
up, clean, face total Canadian $1189 ............... Est. $450/550

346 Hm

1859 to 1949 Mostly Used Collection
$200
Mounted on Scott pages and housed in binder, incl. first
cents, large Queens, Jubilees to 50¢, Admirals, Bluenose,
etc., no Back-of-the-Book, worth a look, mostly fine to very
fine. Scott $11,400 (Owner’s) ........................ Est. $400/500

347 Hm

Intact Collection to 1990
Web
$300
Sparse early used, strength in Jubilees incl. mint $1, used $2,
mint $5, some Back of Book, scattered Provinces, fine to very
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $400/500

Canada
340

Start Bid

Extensive Mostly Mint Collection
$1,500
Few thousand from 1852 to 2008, early issues used, 1897 on
mostly mint o.g., later issues n.h., better items include used
#4-5, 7 (repaired), 8, 17-19, Large and Small Queens with
varieties (some o.g.), 61-62, mint 20 (unused), 51-60, 66-84,
89-95, 96-103, Admiral issues including varieties, 1927 on
mostly complete, to about 2000, Back-of-the-Book issues
mostly complete o.g. including F3 (unused) and O9, very
attractive collector made collection, mostly fine or better
................................................................. Est. $3,000/3,500

348

H

349

H

Interesting Collection
$750
Many hundreds from 1852-1979, early issues used mostly
mint from 1946 on later issues n.h., better items include used
#4, 17-19, Jubilee issues complete ($1-$5 used, balance
o.g.), 66-84, 89-95, 158-159, mint 96-103, also
Back-of-the-Book issues and small Newfoundland
collection, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $1,500/1,700

350 m

Used Accumulation in 3 Ring Binder
$200
Many hundreds starting with small Queens with various
cancels, continuing through Victoria, Edwards and later to
1960’s, few back of the book, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $300/400

351 m

Used Dealers Stock
$120
Thousands from 1859 to 2003 sorted by Scott number in
glassines, including some Large and Small Queens, and
some better commemoratives, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

352 H

Accumulation in Albums and on Pages
$100
Few thousand incl. some used large and small Queens,
1930-1970’s mint issues, and Back-of-the-Book issues,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/250

H

Modern Mint Accumulation
$70
N.h., Many hundreds including booklets and blocks, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

Mint and Used Collection
$600
Album leads off with used #4, 14/19, 21-30, 34-40 41-47
(with extra 47 and 48), Jubilees mint/used from ½¢ to $4 (no
$3), with the ½¢, 1¢, 2¢ and 6¢ mint and all the rest used,
dollar values have varying heavy cancels (Cat. $3,500+),
66-73 mint/used ($1, 430), all Admirals complete mostly
used, then virtually complete mint l.h. to mid-1960’s, incl.
Airmails, Special Delivery, Dues and Officials, Provinces
include some better sets in Newfoundland and a scattering in
some other Provinces, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000
1859 to 1990 Collection
$375
In mounts in Scott Specialty album, mostly used to 1939,
then mint, noted #26, 34-47, 50-60 o.g., unused or used,
66-73 o.g., unused or used, then complete from 89, spot
check shows QEII all n.h., Back-of-Book appears to be only
missing O9-O11, generally f.-v.f. in 20th Century. Scott
$9,395 (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $750/1,000

353

HHm

1888 to 1968 Mint and Used
Collection
$160
In mounts on hand made pages, used thru 1934, then mostly
mint, incl. some shades, blocks and Back-of-Book, mostly
fine to very fine. Scott $3,500+ ...................... Est. $325/375

H

1911 to 2000 Mint Collection
$160
Many hundreds in 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums mostly
n.h., value mainly in modern issues but does include #122
and 262, fine to very fine ................................. Est. $325/375

H

354 BHH

Modern Face Accumulation
$100
N.h., complete panes, virtually all 30c through $2 values,
mostly 1990’s and later, few booklets, face $430
....................................................................... Est. $120/140

Falkland Islands through Trinidad & Tobago
355

H

HHm

Falkland Islands Collection in Scott
Album
$250
Few hundred mostly mint early issues o.g., balance mostly
n.h., better items include used #14, mint 5, 41-48, 65-73,
complete from 1935 to 1985, fine to very fine .. Est. $500/600
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356 H

Fiji Mint Collection
$120
Few hundred from 1874 to 1966 with few couple early used,
better items include o.g. #79-92, 92-106, J12-J19, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/300

H

Gilbert & Ellice Islands Mostly
Complete Mint Collection
$150
Mounted on pages 1911 to 1973 (missing #26, and 31),
early issues o.g., mostly n.h. from 1939 on, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

357

HH

358 Hm

359

H

HHm

360 Hm

361

H

HHm

362 Hm

Start Bid

Description

Start Bid

364 H

Country or Area Collections,
Accumulations
$450
Consists of oldtime British America on pages, mint Ireland
in album, Zanzibar mint and used on pages, scattered Pacific
mostly mint collection, 1937 Coronation complete, and
mostly GVI and QEII mint and used on pages, also
Omnibus full sheets, QEII sheets or part sheets incl. 1965
ITU, Churchill, QEII sheets incl. Dominica SG#171a (cat.
£125), SG#173 sheet (cat. £450+), 1963 Red Cross sheets,
Fine to Very Fine lot ...................................... Est. $600/800

H

Collector’s Accumulation
$250
Everything from used classics to modern n.h. in mix of
glassines, stockcards, stockpages in nearly full bankers box,
noted a few with certs. and a few Revenues, some groupings
incl. South Africa, New Zealand, but much random, sorting
should prove rewarding, mostly fine or better . Est. $500/750

Hong Kong 1863 to 1999 Mint and
Used Collection
$150
Hinged on Scott pages, mixed mint and used with
commems. mostly mint and definitives mostly used, a few
partially stuck down, generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,753
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

365

Ireland Collection in Scott Album
$150
Many hundreds from 1922 to 1988, mostly mint with late
issues n.h., better items include used #13, mint 65-76,
96-98, 106-117, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $300/400

366 H

British Asia Collection
$250
Few thousand in Scott album, pages to 1976 in most
countries, majority o.g., strength in Middle East area
including Aden, Jordan and Mesopotamia, also some better
Ceylon, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $500/600

H

Australia and New Zealand Mint Stock
$220
Many hundreds from 1928 to 1998, strength in Australia
including nice group of definitive issues (including #379
block of 4), and later commemoratives, many n.h., fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $450/550

New Zealand Dependencies 1862 to
1977 Mint and Used Collection
$500
Housed in Scott International album and stockbook,
strength in 20th Century, many singles are hinged, all
Dependencies represented, lots of souvenir sheets (n.h.) incl.
Semi-Postals, a useful collection, generally Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $8,700+ (Owner’s) ..................... Est. $600/800
New Zealand Collection in Scott
Album
$150
Many hundreds from 1858 to 1981 early issues used
including a small group of Chalon Heads, 1946 on mint
some n.h., better items include mint #133e, 182-184, and
B3-B4, some faults in early issues, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Trinidad & Tobago Collection
$70
Few hundred on album pages and in sales book, majority
used with some early o.g. Tobago issues, better items include
o.g. Tobago #9, and 28-29, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Commonwealth General
Collections
363 Hm

Lot

Six British Colonies
$400
Australia 1941 to 1999 mixed mint and used ($1724),
Barbados 1941 to 1998 mint ($953), Bermuda 1941 to 1996
mint ($932), Gambia 1941 to 1988 mint ($860), India with
States 1941 to 1991 mixed mint and used ($1678), Malaya
1941 to 1962 mixed mint and used ($1378), hinged on pages,
a few partially stuck down, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$7,525 ........................................................ Est. $800/1,000

367

HHm

HH

368 H

British Africa Accumulation
$170
Many hundreds in 2 stockbooks and envelopes, majority
used with a scattering of mint singles, cat. value to about $75,
including some interesting Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia
and Natal, mostly fine or better ...................... Est. $350/400

369 Hm

British Oceania Collection
$170
Many hundreds in Scott album, with pages to 1968, mostly
mint including Salomon Islands, Brunei, New Hebrides,
Pitcairn, Samoa and Tonga, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

370

H

HH

371 Hm

372

H

HH

373 Hm

Fascinating Accumulation
$120
Many hundreds in stockbooks and on pages including some
better Canada (mixed condition), Jamaica, and mint n.h.
Anguilla, plus group of blocks of 4 worth a close look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/300
Dealers Stock
$120
Few thousand in 12 sales books, mostly used with a
scattering of modern n.h. sets, cat. value to about $40, few
better Australia and Singapore, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $250/300
Mostly Mint Selection
$120
Australia #113-20 o.g., Cayman Is. 135-49 n.h., St. Helena
l.h. (1/ and 10/ tone spot on gum), Sarawak 8-21 o.g. (gum
toning, 4c unused), Sarawak 197-211 n.h., Straits
Settlements 179-99, 201-02 o.g. (186 and 197 used, 202
fiscal, 201 thin), fine to very fine centering ...... Est. $250/300
Cayman Islands Collection
$100
About 100 on pages, 1900 to 1948 including used #63, o.g.
16, 19, and 80, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $200/250
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374

H

HH

Better Mint Sets
$70
O.g. to n.h., 9 better singles or sets mostly o.g. including
Bermuda #143-160, Great Britain 251 (n.h.), and Pitcairn
#1-8, fine to very fine .................................... Est. $150/200

375

H

Hr

Souvenir Sheet Accumulation
$70
Few hundred mostly mint n.h. British area, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

376 m

377

H

H

1935 Jubilee Used Selection
$70
About 29 sets plus few singles, all common design
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
Princess Diana Collection
$50
Few hundred all souvenir sheets, n.h. in 5 albums, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $100/150

Lot

Description

385 Hm

Extensive Two Volume Collection
$250
Lots of classics and early 20th Century including mint and
used #127, scattered better mint, including better post
WWII sets, and onward to year 2006, includes strong run of
Semi-postals with better sets like #B77-99, B106-09,
B112-21, B128-31, B152-64, then almost solid mint
onward, including C12-31, C58, plus extensive
Back-of-the-Book, generally fine to very fine . Est. $300/350

386 Hm

1850 to 1989 Mint and Used
Collection
$150
Hinged and mounted in a Minkus album, mostly used up to
1915, fairly complete from 1929 onwards, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

387

Cover Group of 170
$250
Mostly 1940s period commercial with censored from Zones,
few 19th Century to U.S. incl. postcards, mostly to external
destinations, few commemorative cancels, few unaddressed,
Fine overall ................................................... Est. $300/350

)

Foreign Country Collections
Aegean Islands through Castellorizo
378

H

379

H

HH

Aegean Islands Mint Collection
$170
Few hundred of the individual islands, missing only 10
stamps for completion, mostly o.g. with few n.h. sets,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $350/450

380

H

HHm

Argentina Two Mint and Used
Collections
$170
One in Scott Specialty album to 1974 with some later loose
pages, mostly used to about 1965, then mostly mint mixed
o.g. and n.h., one mostly used on hand made pages to mid
1960’s, a few earlies suspect, both incl. Back-of-Book,
generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott $4,127 .. Est. $350/400

HH

381 Hm

382

H

HH

Aegean Islands Mint General Issues
$250
Mostly complete mint collection (missing #CE3-CE4),
mostly o.g. with a few sets n.h., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

Argentina 1862 to 1994 Mint and
Used Collection
$140
Hinged on Scott pages, mostly used to about 1940, then
mixed mint and used to about 1980, then all mint, incl.
Back-of-Book, Officials weak, a few partially stuck down,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,776 ........... Est. $280/325
1863 to 1991 Mint Collection
Web $1,250
O.g. or n.h., in mounts in 2 Schaubek albums, regulars
mostly complete from 1905, incl. #128-144 with 142-144
n.h., missing the WIPA sheet, some of the German
overprints and the Renner sheets, Back-of-Book sparse, fine
to very fine. Scott $12,071 ........................ Est. $2,500/3,000

383 Hm

1850 to 1991 Collection
$500
In 2 Schaubek albums, used except 1945-1947 and some
Back-of-Book, incl. Offices, occupations, Bosnia &
Herzegovina, generally fine to very fine. Scott $9,635
.................................................................Est. $1,000/1,250

384 Hm

1945 to 1990’s Collection
$300
In 4 Lighthouse albums, with matching mint and used pages
(later mint only), complete starting with reprints of Germany
issues incl. 1m-5m, few signed, earlier mint o.g., later n.h.,
incl. Semis, Airs, etc., Fine to Very Fine ......... Est. $400/600

Start Bid

388 Hm

1850 to 1970 Mint and Used
Collection
$100
Hinged on Scott album pages, a good selection incl.
Semi-postals, Airs, Dues, Military, Newspaper, Occupation
etc., worth a look, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $200/250

389 Hm

Belgium, 1850 to 1987 Mint and Used
Collection
$200
Hinged and mounted in Minkus album, mostly used up to
1936, fairly comprehensive from 1954 onwards, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s) ..... Est. $400/500

390 Hm

Belgium 1941 to 1999 Mint and Used
Collection
$140
Hinged on Scott Specialty pages, largely complete, regulars
mixed mint and used, hinged on Scott Specialty pages, mixed
mint and used to about 1960, then almost all mint,
Back-of-Book mostly mint except Parcel Post mostly used, a
few partially stuck down, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$2,936 ........................................................... Est. $280/325

391 Hm

Belgium & Colonies Two Volume
Collection
$200
In Scott Specialty Albums, strong in Belgian classics, good
run of mint and used to year 2005, Semi-postals strong and
include mint #B69-77, B93-113 (no B106), B123-24,
majority of higher value post WWII sets are present, good
Back-of-the-Book with extensive Parcel Post, followed by a
decent run of Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/300

392 Hm

Two Mint and Used Brazil Collections
$170
One mixed mint and used on Minkus pages to mid 1940’s,
then mostly mint to late 1960’s, many in mounts unchecked
for hinging, incl. back-of-Book, one collection 1941-1993
hinged on Scott pages, mixed mint and used to about 1967,
then mostly mint, a few partially stuck down, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $3,725 .................................... Est. $350/400

393 Hm

Brazil, 1846 to 2000 Mint and Used
Collection
$150
Mounted on Minkus pages and housed in a binder, 19th and
early 20th Century mostly used, fairly well filled, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400
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394 H

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Castellorizo Complete Mint
Collection, #51-89
$70
O.g., generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $150/200

405 Hm

Denmark Mostly Used Collection
$375
Few thousand from 1851 to 2004, in Scott album, including
used #11-15, 82, 135, nice group of Parcel Post issues, and
mint C1-C1, DWI collection, and mint Faroe Islands, fine
....................................................................... Est. $750/950

1941 to 1999 Mint and Used
Collection
$250
Hinged on Scott Specialty pages, mixed mint and used with
more mint than used, incl. #1355-58 o.g., also Formosa and
Northeastern Provinces, a few partially stuck down, fine to
very fine. Scott $4,485 .................................... Est. $500/700

406 m

Denmark & D.W.I., 1851 to 1947
Mostly Used Collection
$120
Mounted on Scott album pages, a useful group, noted #135
(used), incl. Semi-postals, Dues, Officials, Newspaper, etc.
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

407 Hm

Egypt Collection in Scott Album
$150
Many hundreds from 1866 to 1957, early issues used balance
o.g., better items include mint #5, 50-59, 92-103, 114,
C1-C25 plus Palestine Occupation issues, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

408 H

Eritrea Mint Mostly Complete
$750
1892 to 1934 o.g. missing only #CB01, J11-J12 and some
Parcel Post issues, some sets n.h. including C7-C16,
CB1-CB10, a wonderful collection of the difficult area,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/1,700

409

H

HHm

Estonia Extensive Collection
$150
Few hundred from 1918 to 1940, mostly o.g with a few used,
better items include mint #78-79, 105-107, B9-B12,
attractive collection of this popular area, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

410

H

H

Faroes Complete N.H.
Web
$200
N.h., 1940, 1975-2002, 1940 set n.h. to l.h., with souvenir
sheets, etc., clean, very fine ............................. Est. $250/350

411

H

H

Faroe Islands Mint Collection
$100
Housed in Davo hingeless album n.h. from 1975 to 1989,
plus year sets complete from 1990 to 2017, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

China
395 Hm

396

H

H

Accumulation of Cinderella Souvenir
Sheets
$170
About 600, n.h., nice variety of topics, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

397 Hm

Interesting Balance of Estate
$100
Incl. some early used, P.R.C. 1990’s mint new issues,
complete, 1950’s era partial sheets (n.g.a.i.), and few covers,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/250

398 Hm

Interesting Accumulation
$100
Few thousand mint and used from 1900 to 1980’s with a few
better used PRC, and few earlier mint sets, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/250

399

H

H

400 m

People’s Republic 1970’s and Later
Mint
$500
N.h., incl. year sets, small stockbook cat. $1,000+, complete
collection 1984-1995 (no sheetlets), etc., clean
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
People’s Republic Used Hoard in
Cigar Box
$100
Several hundred loose with much duplication mostly from
the 1950’s to 1960’s, inspection recommended, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/300

412 Hm

Cuba through Finland
401 Hm

402

H

HH

Cuba Mint and Used Stock
$300
Couple thousand organized in stockbook, Spanish period,
American overprints and Independence, lots of dupl., mixed
condition on 19th Century, otherwise Fine. .... Est. $350/450

Czechoslovakia Collection in Scott
Album
$120
Few thousand mostly mint with some early used, lots of
modern mint sets including Airmails and Semi-postals,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/300

404 H)

Extensive Denmark Mint Stationery
Stock
$600
1, 102, mostly mid 20th period but some earlier identified by
Michel and/or Higgins & Gage numbers, priced and
sleeved, some dupl., mostly $4-$10 range, incl.
Aerogrammes, clean, total retail $8,982, Ex. Friedman
“Cover Corner” Stock ................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

Finland, Mostly Used Collection
$250
Few thousand in Scott album, including used #56-58, mint
Semi-postals, #M8 on cover, o.g. Q1-Q13, and used
modern Aland, fine ........................................ Est. $500/600

France
413 Hm

Cyrenaica Almost Complete
Collection
$220
Missing only the rare #CBO1, o.g. with some sets n.h.
including 54-77, and C12-C17, J1-J7, one stamp o.g.
balance n.h., fine to very fine .......................... Est. $450/550

403 Hm

Start Bid

414

H

415

)

HHm

Better Collection
$750
Few thousand from 1949 to 1980, majority used, o.g.
modern issues, better items include used #2, 9, 21, 37, 241,
246 (with APEX cert 1981), B10, C14-C15 o.g. 197, 226,
C1-C2, few faults in 19th Century but still a very attractive
collection, mostly fine or better ................. Est. $1,500/2,000
Better Collection
$750
Few thousand early issues used, mostly mint o.g. or n.h. from
1923 on, better items include used #21, 37, 43, B9, C15,
mint 131-132, 329, 348, B12-B16, C1-C2, C18-C36, and
some interesting Offices, worth a close look, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/1,700
Almost 600 Commercial Covers
$900
Sleeved and priced (old pricing), sorted by stampless, 19th
Century, and 20th Century, mostly classic through 1940’s
period, priced mostly between $10 to $50, total retail
$12,917, Fine overall. Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500
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Description
H

HHm

417 Hm

Start Bid

Extensive Oldtime Collection
$650
Housed in two binders, strong representation of used and a
few mint classics in the first 100 numbers, all identified by
Scott number and well worth inspection, good run of
Liberty/Peace, Sower and Pasteur issues, virtually compete
run of commemorative issues, very desirable and pristine v.f.
n.h. copy of the #329 large souvenir sheet (cat. $700), three
used 50Fr 348 and onward virtually complete mint l.h. to
year 1949, Semi-postals almost complete mint to B495,
includes B1-3, 7-8, 10-11, B12/19 mint/used, B20-23 mint
(Cat. $182), B27 ($140), B38 ($125), B66-67 ($130), and
better sets B267-90, B294-99, Airmail include C15 used
($310), C16-17 ($308), plus some high catalog Dues and
other Back-of-the-Book, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $750/900
1849 to 1989 Mint and Used
Collection
$250
Hinged and mounted in Minkus album, mostly used 19th to
early 20th Century, fairly comprehensive from 1930
onwards, generally fine to very fine. Scott $5,500+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/600

418 H

Collection in Minkus album
$300
Couple thousand, mostly used with a scattering of o.g.
Semi-postal sets, from 1853 to 1985, better incl. used #21,
40-41, 46, 48, also post W.W.II French Occupations of
Germany, Saar and Memel, few faults in 19th Century,
otherwise Fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

H

Offices in China Collection
$200
Few hundred on Scott pages, mostly o.g. with few early used
including mint Canton #65-81, Hoi Hao 49-66, Pakhoi
52-69, and Tchongking 34-67, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

419

HHm

420 m

19th Century to 1950’s Used
Collection
$200
Intact on quadrille pages, scattered classics with cancel
samples, pairs, also back of the book with occasional better
Semi-postal, Airs, precancels, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

421 Hm

1940 to 1999 Mint and Used
Collection
$140
Hinged on Scott Specialty pages, largely complete, mixed
mint and used to about 1960, then almost all mint,
Semi-postals almost all mint, a few partially stuck down,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $3,084 ........... Est. $280/325

422 H

French Polynesia 1940 to 1999 Mint
Collection
$120
O.g., virtually all mint, hinged on pages, incl. Back-of-Book,
regulars fairly complete, Airmails more scattered, a few
partially stuck down, fine to very fine. Scott $2,273
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

Lot

Description

Start Bid

Germany and Colonies
423 H

Extensive Intact Collection
Web $5,500
In 4 Scott albums to 2008, mostly mint with later n.h. in
mounts, Empire mostly complete with earlies mint or used,
3rd Reich and later mostly mint in mounts, strength in 1920’s
period on with #593A-599 n.h., Buildings n.h., Semis
mostly complete mint incl. all better sheets, few booklets,
Zepps n.h. to o.g., back of the book, album of Occupation
incl. souvenir sheets, Berlin overprints mint or used, later
mint, one album with States and Colonies (mostly mint),
Plebiscites incl. better Saar, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $7,500/9,000

424 Hm

1872 to 1998 Mint and Used Stock
Accumulation
$3,000
Neatly mounted on stockpages and housed in six Scott
albums, all identified with duplication, no DDR, a useful
group ready for retail, generally fine to very fine. 2018 Scott
approximately $77,000+ (Owner’s) ........ Est. $6,000/8,000

425 H

Berlin 1948 to 1976 Collection
Web $1,800
One hingeless album and one stockbook, noted mint
#9N1-16 (signed), used set (not signed), mint 9N21-34
(GPS cert.), used set signed, 9N35-41 mint and used, n.h.
9N61-63, then mint and used of most issues to 1976,
stockbook noted 9N1-20 (signed), 9N33 used (signed),
9N21-34 (not signed), 9N61-63 n.h., used sets (3),
9N80-136 mint and used in multiples, mostly mint after this,
Fine to Very Fine ..................................... Est. $2,300/2,600

426 H

Colonies Accumulation
$375
About 300 with duplication mostly o.g., with a nice group of
1m-5m issues, including German New Guinea #19, and
Mariana Islands #29, plus few blocks, worth a close look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $750/850

H

Collection in Scott Album
$350
Few thousand from 1870 to 1974 few early used, balance
mostly o.g. with some modern issues n.h., includes Empire,
Third Reich, Occupations, and Berlin, including better
Semi-postal issues, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $700/900

427

HHm

428 H

States and Occupations Collection
$350
Few thousand mostly o.g. on Scott pages, strength in
Danzig, Laibach, Saar, Slovakia, Serbia and smaller
countries with a scattering of better States, fine
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

429 Hm

1941 to 1998 with Berlin and D.D.R
$250
Hinged on Scott Specialty pages, mixed mint and used with
more mint than used, incl. Semi-postals and Airmails, well
filled, a few partially stuck down, fine to very fine. Scott
$6,645 ........................................................... Est. $500/650

430 H

Collections and Accumulation
$350
In banker box, 3 albums, on pages, in glassines, mint and
used, some States but mostly 20th Century, some identified
by Michel # with old DM cat., some fly speck varieties,
occasional better, generally Fine to Very Fine . Est. $500/750

431

Cover Stock
$220
187, majority 3rd Reich, but at least 20% earlier incl. few
stampless, few later, mostly postcards (mixed mint and
used), many military related, retail $3097, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $450/550

)
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Three Volume Mint and Used
Collection
$200
Third Reich mostly mint in hingeless Lighthouse album,
Federal Republic mint and used to 1997 on Minkus pages
and comprehensive, mostly mint Berlin to 1990 in hingeless
Kabe album, a useful group, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

441 H

1919 to 1920 Occupation Issues
Collection
Web
$300
Mint collection housed in deluxe album and mounted on
handmade pages, includes French, Romanian and Serbian
Occupation plus Szeged Issue, noted a couple of certs
(#7N39 and 9N3 proof strike block), a clean and useful
group, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $600/800

433 H

Mint Colonies Collection
$170
Few hundred o.g. including German New Guinea complete
and few better Yacht issues in other colonies, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $350/450

442

H

1938 to 1987 Mint Imperfs and
Souvenir Sheets
$250
Mostly n.h. selection on Vario pages, a useful group, fine to
very fine. Scott $2,187 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $500/600

434 m

Used Collection in Scott Album
$150
Few thousand from 1868 to 1988, nice run of Empire and
Third Reich issues, some better Semi-postals and post-war
issues, few Danzig, Saar and Occupation issues, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

443 Hm

435 m

Used Selection
$220
Mostly modern used commemoratives, Airs, and
Semi-postals, about a thousand, on #102 cards in a red box,
running from 1959 up until 2010, nothing expensive, but
everything selected for centering and cancels, strong in better
Berlin, better early Germany - Republic, Reich, Bundespost
- on black stockcards, with stated values running to about
$50 per card, dealer-priced in excess of $3,000, mostly
different, a bargain for the dealer or the collector., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/300

Mint and Used Collection
$300
19th & 20th Century mint and used on homemade album
pages in a binder, surprising amount of better material incl.
#486, 528, B94, B97, Red Cross sheets B148-150a, C1-2,
C12-23 ($80), C24-25 (Zepps), C26-34 ($198), C35-44
and more, inspection recommended, mostly Fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

444 Hm

Collection in 2 Scott Albums
$170
Few thousand from 1871 to 1977, early issues mostly used,
mostly mint sets from 1932 on, including Semi-postals and
Airmails, also interesting group of Occupation issues,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $350/450

445 Hm

1941 to 1999 Mint and Used
Collection
$90
Hinged in Scott Specialty album, mixed mint and used incl.
cto., incl. Back-of-Book, well filled, a few partially stuck
down, generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,112 Est. $180/220

446 Hm

Better Iceland Collection
$750
Mostly n.h., earlies used, 1873 thru 1994 incl Airs,
Back-of-Book, and souvenir sheets mounted in 2 Lindner
hingeless albums and pages, high cat value, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

447 Hm

Iceland Extensive Collection
$325
Few thousand from 1876 to 2002, majority used especially in
modern issues, better items include o.g. 151-166, C1-C11,
O53-O67, fine ............................................... Est. $650/850

448 Hm

Iceland 1873 to 1966 Collection
$250
Several hundred incl. Airs and BOB mounted in
Leuchtturm hingeless album and pages, early used, later
n.h., generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,400 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

432

Description
H

HHm

Start Bid

436

)

Post-war Covers
$70
About 400 with some better Semi-postal usages, majority
commercial with some FDC’s, fine ................ Est. $150/200

437

H

Greece Collection in Scott Album
$200
Many hundreds from 1861 to 1990, early issues used 1937
mostly o.g. with many n.h. sets, better items include mint
#535-573, 604-617, C5-C7, plus some Back-of-the-Book
issues, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $400/600

HHm

438 m

Greece, Hermes Heads Study Lot
$150
167 examples, much duplication but useful group, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $300/350

439 m

Greenland, Mostly Used Collection
$170
From 1938 to 2002, o.g. #19-27, balance mostly used
including 12 Pakke Portos (mint or used), fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

Hungary
440

H

HHm

449
1871 to 1945 Extensive Mint and
Used Collection
Web
$750
Housed in two deluxe binders and mounted on handmade
pages, noted some shade varieties on the early issues plus,
#2, 6 (cert), 6a (cert), 9a (cert), 82b (cert), 96a (cert), 467
(cert), Semi-postals mint, virtually complete, along with
Airs, Special Delivery, Registration, a good selection of
Dues, Newspaper, Officials a clean, useful collection,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

H

HH

Start Bid

HH

Israel Virtually Complete Tab
Collection
Web $1,200
To 2004 in 2 Schaubek albums, missing only #7-9, J1-5, few
early sets hinged only, Fine to Very Fine ... Est. $1,600/2,000

HHm

Better Mostly Mint Collection
$750
Few thousand from 1862 to 1969, few early used balance
mostly o.g. with many later n.h. sets, better items include
mint #48, 58-63, 64-66, 76-91, 117-118, 202-210, 486-488,
518, C1-C61, C73-C136, mostly complete from 1935 on
nice BOB including Parcel Post, Dues and some better
Offices Abroad, worth a close look, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,700

Italy
450

H
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Description

451 Hm

Substantial Mint and Used Collection
$450
Housed in two Minkus Specialty Albums, starting with a
nice run of Italian States and classic Italy, mint #115-18
(Cat. $230), many mint pre-WWII commemorative sets and
onward, nice Back-of-the-Book incl. B17-19 ($100), C3-9
($150), Q1-6 ($570+) Trieste, Offices, Aegean Islands,
incl. soccer set 31-35, C28-31 ($800), then Italian-related
Colonies and areas, Fiume incl. B4-15 ($570), Cyrenaica,
Eritrea, Tripolitania, Italian Cols., Italian East Africa,
Italian Somaliland, incl. B58-51 ($279), Libya and Oltre
Giuba, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $550/700

461

452 H

Rhodes/Aegean Islands Collection
$220
About 100 o.g. including #1-13, 15-23, 38-44, 74-81, and
B1-B18, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $450/550

453 H

Offices in China Mint Collection
$200
About 60 mostly o.g. including #1, 16, 22, J7-J8, Tientsin
5-14, 15-23, and used J8, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

454 H

Offices in Turkey Mint Collection
$150
About 100 mostly o.g. with a few used including mint #6-7,
19, E4, used 17, and o.g. Smyrna complete, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

463

455

H

HH

Collection of Occupations and States
$150
Many hundreds in a Scott album, mostly o.g. with few n.h.
sets including Austrian Occupation, Corfu, Fiume, Ionian
Islands, Italian East Africa, Trieste, and few used Italian
States, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $300/400

464 Hm

456

H

HH

Colonies General Issues Complete
$150
1932 to 1933, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400

465

H

HHm

462 Hm

457 Hm

1941 to 1998 Mint and Used
Collection
$100
Hinged on Scott Specialty pages, mixed mint and used with
more mint than used, regulars well filled, Back-of-Book hit
and miss, a few partially stuck down, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $2,100 ........................................... Est. $200/250

458 H

Offices in Bengasi Mint Complete
$70
O.g., generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $150/200

459 H

Dalmatia Complete Mint Collection
$70
O.g., #1-8, E1-E2, J1-J4, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Japan
460

H

HH

Extensive Mint Collection
$850
Many hundreds plus souvenir sheets from 1894 to 1970,
early issues o.g. modern issues mostly n.h., better items
include #87-90, 152-154 (toned gum), 163-166, 188-189,
227-229, 306a, 311a, 369-372, 422a, 435-436, 455a, 479a,
480-497, C1-C7, C9-C13, mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,700/1,900

H

H

HH

HHm

466 Hm

Start Bid

Oldtime Collection
$900
Housed in two binders on handmade pages with a nice run of
used and later mint, used has a good run from #57 to around
200 where mint takes over with 227-29 (cat. $228) and
covers a substantial number of all stamp issues to the early
1970s, the highlight being virtually all souvenir sheets in n.h.
condition, starting with 283a ($140), 288a ($65), 293a ($65),
311a ($360), 318a ($175), 323a ($175), 378a ($200), 385a
($225), a nice run of mint singles and blocks of various
WWII period issues, all early #400s souvenir sheets, 422a
($350), 423, 437-38, 456 crease ($450), 457 ($140), 479a
($800) and run of Lottery sheets, the souvenir sheets and
sheetlets alone catalog over $3,600, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300
1875 to 1994 Mint and Used
Collection
$250
Hinged and mounted in Minkus album, 19th Century is
light, mostly mint from 1938 onwards, lots of postage value,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/600
1899 to 1974 Mint Collection
$250
In mounts on White Ace album pages in a binder, mostly
n.h., light in 19th to early 20th Century, highly complete
from 1959 onwards, generally fine to very fine Est. $500/600
1871 to 1989 Mint and Used
Collection
$200
Mostly on Scott album pages in a binder, 19th Century is
light, noted National Parks sheets, etc., generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500
Interesting Accumulation
$150
O.g. to n.h., Few hundred mostly mint, some modern issues
n.h. including lots of souvenir sheets, better items include
mint #227-229, 521c, fine ............................. Est. $300/400
Collection on Handmade Pages
$120
Many hundreds majority mint from 1930’s to 1985,
including some souvenir sheets, fine .............. Est. $250/300

467

H

468

)

Small Cover Accumulation
$100
About 200 from 1920’s to modern, mostly commercial with a
few better items, fine ...................................... Est. $200/250

469

H

Balance of Estate
$50
Few hundred mostly n.h., including 1960’s era full sheets
and souvenir sheets plus some singles and blocks, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

HH

HH r

Mint Dealers Stock
$120
Many hundreds from 1937 to 1985, including some
souvenir sheets, mostly n.h., fine to very fine ... Est. $250/300

Korea through Tripolitania
470

H

HHm

Korea Large Collection in 15 binders
$250
Few thousand from 1884 to 2017, early issues used, balance
mostly mint with later issues n.h., includes lots of souvenir
sheets, FDC’s, and few commercial covers, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/600

471

H

HHm

Korea 1895 to 1980 Mint and Used
Collection
$200
Housed in binder, earlier issues are used, many souvenir
sheets (n.h.) from 1959 onwards, singles are hinged, a useful
group, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $400/500
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472 Hm

Korea 1946 to 1999 Mint and Used
Collection
$140
Hinged on Scott Specialty pages, mixed mint and used to
about 1965, then virtually all mint, only a few souvenir sheets,
Back-of-Book mixed mint and used, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $3,017 ........................................... Est. $280/325

473

474

H

H

HH

HH

475 Hm

476

H

HHm

477 Hm

478 H

479 H)

480 H)

481 H)

Start Bid

Latvia Interesting Mint Collection
$150
Many hundreds mostly o.g. including mint #113-117, nice
run of Semi-postal and Airmail Semi-postal sets, some perf.
and imperf, and some Russian Occupation issues, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

Lot

Description

482 Hm

Netherlands, 1852 to 1989 Mint and
Used Collection
$150
Hinged and mounted in Minkus album, 19th and early 20th
Century mostly used, then fairly comprehensive mint from
1949 onwards, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $300/400

483 Hm

Netherlands, 1852 to 1958 Mostly
Used Collection
$70
Hinged on Scott album pages, incl. Semi-postals to 1969,
Airs and Dues, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $150/200

484 Hm

Norway Intact Collection to 2013
Web
$750
In 3 Lighthouse albums in mounts, scattered 19th Century
mostly used, 1900 on mostly complete used to 1963, mostly
n.h. after that incl. sheetlets, some Officials, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

485 Hm

Norway Extensive Collection
$325
Few thousand in Scott album from 1855 to 2002, majority
used with a scattering of o.g. including Semi-Postal issues,
mostly complete (missing #218, etc.), fine ..... Est. $650/850

486 H

Oltre Juba Complete Mint Collection
$250
O.g., 1925 to 1926, generally fine to very fine . Est. $500/600

H

Poland Collection in 2 Scott Albums
$250
Few thousand from 1860 to 1976, few early used, balance
mostly o.g. or n.h. with a few c.t.o. sets, better items include
used #1, mint #54, 251, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

Libya Mint Collection
$300
Mostly complete from 1912 to 1941 (missing #61 and some
Parcel Post issues) o.g. with a few sets n.h. also includes the
French Occupation issues, A great collection of this area
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800
Lithuania Extensive Collection
$120
Many hundreds from 1918 to 1940, mostly mint with some
early used, nice run of o.g. sets, plus a collection of Central
Lithuania, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $250/300

Start Bid

Mexico Intact Collector Collection
$375
Few thousand in 4 Scott albums, 1856 to 2014, early issues
used mostly mint from 1944 on with modern issues n.h.,
some better 19th Century, Airmails and BOB, worth a close
look, mostly fine or better ............................... Est. $750/850

487

Mexico 1856 to 1986 Mint and Used
Collection
$70
Hinged and mounted on Minkus pages in a binder, mostly
used to about 1945, noted a selection of Officials, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

488 Hm

Monaco 1940 to 1994 Mint
Collection
$110
Hinged on Scott Specialty pages, fairly complete except for
early 1940’s Semi-postals, a few partially stuck down, fine to
very fine. Scott $2,334 .................................... Est. $220/260

Portugal, 1854 to 1989 Mint and
Used Collection
$150
Hinged and mounted on Minkus pages in a binder, 19th and
early 20th Century mostly used, then fairly comprehensive
mint from 1951, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $300/400

489 Hm

Réunion, 1885 to 1974 Mostly Mint
Collection
$250
Hinged on album pages and housed in a binder, fairly good
representation throughout incl. Semi-postals, Airs and
Dues, generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,600+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

490 Hm

Romania Collection in Scott Album
$170
Few thousand from 1862 to 1968, nice group of early used
issues, some o.g. sets and later c.t.o. sets, o.g. Semi-postal and
Airmails sets including souvenir sheets, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $350/450

Nepal Mint Stationery Stock
$80
Few hundred mostly Aerogrammes dupl. representing
around 15 diff. designs, mostly 1950’s to 1960’s period, some
dupl. with cto cancels, also incl. pack of 100 of Postal Card of
20p values, clean group, inspect, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $120/150
Netherlands Extensive Mint Stationery
Stock
$600
1, 240 singles or sets, mostly early to mid 20th period
identified by Michel numbers, priced and sleeved, minor
dupl, mostly $2-$10 range clean, total retail $7642, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $1,000/1,200
Netherlands Colonies Mint Stationery
Stock
$500
673, mostly classic incl. Peace & Commerce, identified by
Higgins & Gage and/or Michel numbers, priced and
sleeved, minor dupl, incl. Indies (386-$4, 154), mostly
$3-$10 range, clean, taped with retail total $6,818, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .................... Est. $800/1,000

491

H

HHm

H

492 H)

Russia 9 Mint Sets
$170
N.h., n.h., consisting of #202-206, 573-576, 625-628,
718-720, 767-771 (dist. gum, priced hinged), 817-823,
878-885, 992A-1001, 1277-1279, Fine to Very Fine. 2017
Scott $472 ...................................................... Est. $200/230
Russia Classic Mint Stationery Stock
$140
107 units in singles or up to packs of 10, identified by Michel
numbers, priced and sleeved, dupl. of Michel #P21 and S1,
mostly $10-$40 range, clean, taped with retail total $1,925,
250, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .......... Est. $200/250
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493 H

St. Pierre & Miquelon 1885 to 1999
Mint Collection
$120
Hinged on Scott pages, just a few earlies used, noted many
France Libre values, Airmails sparse, a few partially stuck
down, generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,280 Est. $250/300

494

H

HH

Start Bid

Description

Sweden Extensive Used Collection
$375
Few thousand from 1855 to 2004, in Scott album, better
items include #6-12, 17-27, 197-212, 213-228, B1 (o.g.),
plus nice Back-of-the-Book issues, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

496 Hm

Switzerland 1845 to 1974 Mint
Collection
Web $4,000
In Scott specialty album, classics mostly used incl. #1L4,
2L2, #2 with Friedl cert., 5a with Holcombe cert., 1905
basic issues on complete except #105a, and mint (few cheap
values used) from #128 on, Semis complete mint (few cheap
values used) with better souvenir sheets n.h., Airs complete
virtually all mint, some Dues mint or used, better Officials
complete either mint or used except #1Ø6, etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century fine to very fine, cat.
value overall higher then noted on pages ... Est. $5,000/6,000

497 Hm

Switzerland 1850 to 2000 Mostly
Used Collection
$150
Mounted on Scott albums pages and housed in a binder,
light in 19th Century, mint is hinged, Semi-postal issues are
included, worth a look, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

498 Hm

Switzerland 1850 to 1989 Mint and
Used Collection
$150
Hinged and mounted in Minkus album, 19th and early 20th
Century is light and mostly used, then fairly comprehensive
mint from 1948 onwards, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

499 Hm

Tannu Tuva Mint and Used
Accumulation
$425
About 500 on Vario pages, some dupl., also incl. is Herm
Island and Lundy, Fine to Very Fine ............. Est. $500/600

500 Hm

Thailand, 1883 to 1996 Mint and
Used Collection
$100
On Scott pages and housed in a binder, mostly used to about
1977, incl. Airs and Semi-Postals, worth a look, generally
fine to very fine. 2017 Scott approximately $780+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $200/350

Start Bid

Foreign General Collections
502 Hm

Somalia Mint Collection
$250
Extensive collection from 1903 to 1960, mostly o.g. with
some modern n.h. sets, better items include #61-66, 83-96,
B38-B51, CB1-CB10, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

495 m

501 H

Lot

503

H

HH

European Country Collections
$750
Austria (cat. $1701), Bulgaria ($1552), Denmark, Finland
($1468), Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Netherlands ($1473),
Norway, Portugal ($1519), Spain, Yugoslavia, early 1940’s
to 1990’s, mixed mint and used but mostly mint, incl.
Back-of-Book, hinged on pages, a few partially stuck down,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $15,624 ... Est. $1,500/2,000
Scandinavia better Mint Collection
$1,000
Hundreds of o.g. (early issues) and n.h. in 3 Scott specialty
albums and 2 Davo albums (no Finland), Sweden 1886 to
1998, Norway 1925 to 2000, Denmark 1884 to 1999, Iceland
1876 to 1999, Greenland to 1991, nice collection to expand,
generally Fine to Very Fine ...................... Est. $1,500/2,000

504 Hm

Large Dealers Stock
$500
Many thousands sorted by country and catalog number in 59
binders, mostly used with a scattering of modern mint sets,
lots of Western Europe, Scandinavia, Hungary, Israel,
Japan (modern mint sets), cat values to about $40, mostly
fine or better ............................................ Est. $1,000/1,200

505 H)

Extensive Scandinavia Mint Stationery
Stock
$500
Sweden, Finland, and Norway, 2121 mostly early to mid
20th, identified by Higgins & Gage, Michel, Facit and/or
“EAPC” numbers, Sweden 991 - $3961, Norway 537 $3782, Iceland 542 - $3481, all priced and sleeved, minor
dupl, large section of Aerogrammes (heavy dupl.), mostly
$2-$18 range, clean, total retail $7884, Ex. Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................... Est. $800/1,000

506

H

HH

Mostly Europe Mint Oldtime Lot
$500
Mostly mint with n.h., strong selection of predominantly
mint issues from late 1920s to mid 1970s, strength in
European countries Andorra, Germany, also Surinam, Saar
with some Iran and U.N., occasional large quantities, such as
Greece #876-78 (400), Fine to Very Fine ... Est. $800/1,000

507 Hm

Six African Countries
$375
Algeria 1940 to 1992 (cat. $1065), Cameroun 1941 to 1991
($974), Central African Republic 1959 to 1985 ($986),
Egypt 1944 to 1958 incl. some better Occupation ($1320),
Ethiopia 1942 to 1999 ($1134), sparse after mid 1970’s,
Gabon 1959 to 1992 virtually complete ($1955), mostly
mint, incl. Back-of-Book, hinged on pages, a few partially
stuck down, generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,434
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

508 H

South America Collector’s
Accumulation
Web
$575
Few thousand used and mint on stockpages, auction lots,
glassines and Scott albums, collector was accumulating
countries before mounting in the albums, several good items
sprinkled throughout, worth a look, Fine ....... Est. $700/900

509 Hm

Four Latin American Countries
$250
Brazil 1941 to 1994 ($1651), Colombia 1940 to 1994 ($984),
Mexico 1941 to 1998 ($1199), Venezuela 1941 to 1991
($1411), mostly mint, incl. Back-of-Book, hinged on pages,
a few partially stuck down, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$5,245 ........................................................... Est. $500/600

Tripolitania Mostly Complete
$100
O.g., missing only CBO1, and EY1, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/250
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510 H

Four French Colonies
$220
O.g., French Andorra 1940 to 1998 (cat. $1034), F.S.A.T.
1955 to 1989 ($848), Lebanon 1942 to 1989 ($1226), New
Caledonia 1892 to 1998 ($1239), hinged on pages, virtually
all mint, incl. Back-of-Book, a few partially stuck down,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,347 ........... Est. $450/550

521

H

HHm

511 H

Four Country Collections
$220
Indonesia 1950 to 1998 (cat. $914), Iran 1960 to 1987
($1044), Laos 1951 to 1997 ($929), Turkey 1941 to 1994
($1828), incl. Back-of-Book, hinged on pages, almost all
mint, a few partially stuck down, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $4,715 ................................................... Est. $450/550

One Box Accumulation
$400
A pleasing plethora of philatelic plunder from around the
world, new, old, small countries (Bhutan, Korea,
Liechtenstein), big countries (Canada, Australia, Mexico,
Turkey), but no U.S., in #102 cards, glassines, stocksheets,
sheet protectors and the like, most are in the nature of
modern new issues going back 50 years or so, but there are
many earlier that can be either mint or used, many fun items
worth a quarter or so, but many better items with values to
$50 such as Iceland and Denmark, a little bit of duplication,
our consignor has made an effort to remove damaged items,
thousands of dollars in catalog value, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $800/1,000

512 m

Latin America Accumulation
$150
Thousands in 6 stockbooks, majority used, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $9,400 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $300/400

522

H

HHm

513 Hm

Norway/Sweden, 1855 to 1989 Mint
and Used Collection
$150
Hinged and mounted in Minkus Album, 19th and early
20th Century mostly used, then fairly comprehensive mint
from 1955 onwards, generally fine to very fine Est. $300/400

514 Hm

Better Sets
$150
24 better sets or singles, mostly o.g. including used Belgium
#B106, mint Iceland 273, Ionian Islands NC10, Russia
1280-1283, and Slovakia #2-23, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Mint and Used Dealer Inventory
$700
Four Banker Boxes, ranging from a number of country and
Worldwide collections, starting with a well-filled
Newfoundland and Canada collection, Newfoundland
includes mint/used #61-74 and 115-126, Canada large and
small Queens, mint Jubilees 1¢ to 50¢, 98-103, mint/used,
Netherlands binder, 2-5 used, onward mint and used and a
lot of Semi-postals, B1/B451, Cook Islands, Cook Islands,
mostly 1970’s mint, Japan album various mint and Lottery
sheets, France mostly mint from 1950’s to 1975; Swiss
album, 8/C18 mint/used, 3 albums of Israel, most mint,
Australia mostly modern mint n.h., album of various
countries, A-F, includes some better mint China, Davo
binder of Netherlands mint, 1950-1990, and a huge
accumulation of mint and used filling one of the banker boxes
to the rim with many hundreds of mostly mint sets, singles,
souvenir sheets with a number of items cataloging over $100,
highlights include three British Omnibus issues; 1935 Silver
Jubilee, 1937 Coronation and 1945 Peace issues (two sets),
boxes of all mint n.h. sets and singles, another similar but
mint and used, a large glassine bag filled with larger items
like mini-sheets, souvenir sheets, year sets and much more,
well worth viewing to appreciate., generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

523

H

Hr

Modern Hoard
$325
Many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir sheets with
heavy dupl. and much topical, areas incl. British Caribbean
incl. imperf color proofs, Tonga, Libya, independent French
Africa, good for eBay sales, generally very fine. Scott $20,000
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $650/800

524

H

Hr

New Issue Hoard
$325
N.h., many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir
sheets with heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl.
British Caribbean incl. imperf color proofs, Tonga, Libya,
independent French Africa, bit of Mexico, good for eBay
sales, generally very fine. Scott $20,000 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $650/800

515

H

HH

516 Hm

517

H

Hr

Description

Small Selection
$150
Ethiopia #258-62 n.h. (pencil note on gum), France 329 (2
tiny thins at bottom), Germany B60a and B63a n.h.,
Switzerland 226 o.g. (h.r.), 5Ø8, 5Ø11-12, 5Ø14-25 n.h.,
fine to very fine centering ............................... Est. $300/350
Eastern Europe Collection
$200
O.g. and used, few n.h., Danzig, Silesia, and Central
Lithuania on hand-made pages in 5 albums and stockbook,
some varieties and blocks, a few better items, generally Fine
to Very Fine ................................................... Est. $250/300
Small Mint Group of Better European
Souvenir Sheets
$100
N.h., Over 60 mostly modern with minor dupl., incl.
Belgium #B605, Cyprus #226a, Netherlands B144-145a,
modern Faroes, few oversized strips, very fine Est. $140/160

Worldwide Collections
518

H

HHm

Mostly Mint Dealer Stock
$3,500
On #102 cards, identified in 6½ red boxes, countries
running A to M, clean and fault free, some light duplication,
ready for retail, generally fine to very fine. Scott
approximately $95,000 ++ (Owner’s) .... Est. $7,000/8,000

519 H

Outstanding Collection of Seals and
Labels
$3,000
Over 7, 200 pre 1930’s mostly different in 6 stockbooks,
great variety, one of the finer collections of this area we have
seen, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $3,500/4,000

520 H

Fascinating Seal and Label Collection
$2,500
Over 6, 300 pre 1930’s in 4 stockbooks, great variety, a
wonderful collection, fine to very fine ....... Est. $3,000/3,500

525 Hm

Start Bid

Multi-country Accumulation
$500
Three cartons filled with a dozen albums representing a
variety of countries and areas, including three Scott Specialty
Albums of Independent Africa, incl. nice runs of Guinea,
Liberia, Libya and Morocco, two volumes of France
scattered mint and used, Russia 1857 to 1962 incl. #546-50
559-68, C69-75, Liechtenstein 1920’s to 2006 mostly mint,
Luxembourg Specialty Album with stamps from 1875 to
2005, old well-filled Scott Worldwide album, Finland in
bound pages, mint VF n.h. 1974-2005, Canada album, few
early, Admirals and mint to 1975, Greenland album,
1938-2005 incl. mint 1-20 (Cat. $400+), generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/750
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526 Hm

Dealer Stock of Substantial Excess of
Sets and Singles
$500
In #102 cards in 17 boxes (10" white boxes used to ship 1000
new cards) which have discounted prices from under a dollar
to $50+, divided into three A - Z groups, with everything in
alphabetical/numeric order, a relatively fresh stock which
includes new issues up to 2015 and covers virtually every
country existing plus a host “dead countries”, inspect to
appreciate., generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $600/750

527 Hm

528 Hm

529

H

H

530 m

Start Bid

Collection in 2 Old Albums
$250
Scott International 19th Century edition, and 1901-1919,
many hundreds mostly used but some o.g. especially in U.S.
issues, includes some better U.S., Korea, Canada and,
China, some with faults but still worth close look, also few
covers, mostly fine or better ............................ Est. $500/600

Lot

Description

536 m

Collection in 5 Albums
$200
4 Scott International albums with pages to 1948 plus one
Regent album, thousands mostly used with a few better
Great Britain & Colonies, France, German Area and
Eastern Europe, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $400/500

537 Hm) Zeppelin Accumulation
$170
Few hundred items including mint and used stamps, PPC’s,
covers and some ephemera, worth a close look, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $350/450
538

Used Collection in 1890 European
Album
Web
$400
Many hundreds majority used incl. some cut squares and
Revenues, incl. some better German Area, Asia and Latin
America, condition very mixed and album has some pages
missing or cut but still worth a look ................. Est. $500/600

531 m

Collection in 10 Albums
$250
Mounted in Harris Albums, many thousands, mostly used
with a scattering of o.g. sets, few interesting British, U.S. and
some used PRC, generally fine ....................... Est. $500/600

532 Hm

Mint and Used Mostly 20th Century
Collection
$400
Many thousands in 2 boxes, majority range from 1940’s to
1970’s, housed in five full albums, plus souvenir packs and
loose, etc., inspect, generally Fine to Very Fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700
Post WWII Seals and Labels
$250
Over 4, 100 in 3 stockbooks, nice variety, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

H

New Issue Hoard
$220
N.h., many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir
sheets with heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl.
North Korea, Mongolia, St. Vincent, Tonga, Mexico, many
topicals, good for eBay sales, generally very fine. Scott
$16,000 (Owner’s) ........................................ Est. $450/550

H

HHm

535 Hm) Worldwide Mint and Used
Accumulation
$200
As received, four cartons containing a wide assortment of
material incl. U.S. as well as Foreign postage, Postal
Stationery, covers, country collections, stockbooks, etc.,
worth a look, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $400/600

Balance of Estate
$170
Few thousand in albums and stockbooks including mint
Switzerland, France used older issues and n.h. new issues,
Scandinavia, and Australia mint year sets, fine Est. $350/450

539 m

Accumulation in Albums or
Stockbooks
$150
Thousands in 18 albums or stockbooks mostly used
including 3 Scott Brown International albums and 3
International Junior albums, plus couple country collections,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

540 Hm

Collection in 2 Scott International
Albums
$150
Few thousand from 1840 to 1955 majority used with a few
o.g., includes some better Great Britain (used #1-2),
Ceylon, Mauritius, and Western Europe, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

541 m

Collection in 6 Albums
$150
Thousands on mostly Minkus pages to 1970’s, mostly used
with a few better mint sets from Italy, Portugal & Colonies,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

542 m

Interesting Accumulation
$150
Thousands on album pages, stockpages and envelopes,
mostly used but a scattering of o.g. or n.h., sets, with few
better Japan and British Area, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

543 m

Interesting Accumulation
Web
$200
Few thousand majority used but incl. some new issues incl.
Hong Kong and Papua New Guinea, also a few better
Ryukyus incl. FDC’s, Fine to Very Fine ........ Est. $300/400

544
533 H

534

H

Collection in Minkus Supreme
Globals
$250
10 albums with slip cases pages to 1992, several thousand
mostly used with a scattering of mint o.g. sets, mostly fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $500/600
Mint Assortment of Sets and Singles
$250
In small binder on dealer cards (n.h.), cat. value range from
$8 to over $100, fine to very fine. Scott $2,900+ (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

Start Bid

H

HHm

Collections with U.S.
$120
O.g., some never hinged / some hinged, 4 binders and 1
stockbook of several thousand from 1879 thru 1968, incl.
U.S.
National
album,
mostly
n.h.,
incl.
Washington-Franklins, 3¢ Columbian (x.f.), C1-C5 and
C18 (n.h.), British American Album 1890-1968, mint and
used with some complete sets, Harris Citation Album,
1879-1968 mint and used, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

545 Hm

5 Volume Scott International
Collection
$120
O.g., several thousand mint and used from 1840 to 1970’s,
incl. Asia, Europe, Colonies, etc, a few better, good pick
book material, mostly fine or better ................. Est. $250/300

546 Hm

Balance of Estate
$120
Few thousand including mint GB Machin Heads, mint and
used French and British Colonies, German Area, and few
Asia, plus some U.S. FDC’s, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300
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Description
H

HHm

548 Hm

549

H

550

H

551

H

H

Start Bid

Collector’s Accumulation
$100
More used than mint, on album pages, stockpages, in
envelopes, #102 cards etc., mostly sorted by country incl.
Germany, Netherlands, Austria, mostly lower end,
Australian States, a few with certs., mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
Balance of Collection
$100
Including Poland in 2 albums with some mint, few better
Baltic States, Romania, German used stock with some better
Berlin and mint U.N., mostly fine or better .... Est. $200/250
New Issue Hoard
$100
N.h., many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir
sheets with heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl.
North Korea, Mongolia, St. Vincent, Tonga, Lithuania,
Mexico, many topicals, good for eBay sales, generally very
fine. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $200/250

Lot

Description

559 Hm

Balance of Dealer’s Stock
$70
Few thousand including mint U.S. plate blocks, used U.S.
and Foreign on sales pages, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

560 m

1900 to 1929 Collection
$70
Few thousand mostly used scattered in 8 Scott red
International albums, mostly fine or better ..... Est. $150/200

561 Hm r Packet Maker Accumulation
$70
Many thousands mostly used or c.t.o. including packets by
country and full sheets, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
562 Hm

Mint and Used Junior Album
Collection
$70
Part 1 to 1940, emphasis on Commonwealth, also few mint
sets on stockpages, fine to very fine ................. Est. $150/200
Estate Balance
$50
2 banker boxes incl. pre-cancels, Stationery, covers,
Revenues, used U.S. in Minkus albums, hundreds of
Worldwide mounted on pages in home-made albums, Postal
Commemorative Society material, etc., good rainy day
project, mostly fine or better ........................... Est. $100/150

H

Modern Hoard
$100
N.h., many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir
sheets with heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl.
North Korea, Mongolia, St. Vincent, Tonga, Mexico, many
topicals, good for eBay sales, generally very fine. Scott $7,000
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $200/250

563 H

HHm

U.S., Japan and Belgian Colonies Mint
and Used Collection Group
$100
Contains 3 volume U.S. singles (1861 to 1980) incl. #630
and plate blocks (1954 to 1971), 3 volume Japan with some
classics up to 1987, plus album pages containing early 20th
Century Belgian Colonies, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

564 Hm r Souvenir Sheet Accumulation
$50
491 in glassines, mostly n.h. except Russia cto, noted 1940’s
to 1990’s with much 1970’s, fine to very fine ... Est. $100/150

552 m

Postally Used Accumulation
$70
Many thousands, value mainly in Middle East Area,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

565 Hm

566

H

HHm

553 Hm r Sheet Accumulation
$70
Thousands in mint or c.t.o. sheets and partial sheets, great for
a packet maker, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $150/200
554 m

Collection in 3 Albums
$70
Few thousand in 3 Minkus Master Global albums, majority
used with a scattering of o.g. sets, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

555 Hm

Balance of Collection
$70
Thousands in albums mint and used, stockbooks and on
sales pages, mostly common but a few better 19th Century,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

556

Start Bid

s

557 m

558 Hm

2 Banker Boxes of Used
$70
Mostly packet off paper, close cut on paper (no U.S., little
Commonwealth), loose and somewhat sorted in envelopes by
country, occasional classics, inspect ................ Est. $150/200
Balance of Collection
$70
Few thousand in albums mostly used incl. topicals, Vatican
City, Netherlands and few mint new issues, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200
Balance of Estate
$70
Few thousand mint and used scattered in 5 Scott albums,
with a few better Canal Zone and used G.B. #1, mostly fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $150/200

Small Worldwide Collection
$50
As received, four books mint and used Worldwide, mostly
early to mid 20th Century, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
Miscellaneous Accumulation
$50
Several thousand mint and used in 10 Worldwide albums
and stockbooks, Scott National album with 1920’s to 1940’s
o.g., and five 1987-1991 U.S. year sets, decent pick book
material, fine or better .................................... Est. $100/150

567 Hm) Miscellaneous Balance with Covers
$20
2 banker boxes of Postal Commemorative panes, golden
replicas, Foreign, Bicentennial covers, Y2K Worldwide
covers, etc, generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $50/80

Topical Collections
568

H

569

570

H

Mint 20th Century Intact Collection
$300
N.h., On quadrille pages in 6 binders, in mounts incl.
souvenir sheets, occasional FD, 2 binders of FDC’s, binders
of Israel, Syria, Ghana, and Austria ................ Est. $400/500

H

H)

Christopher Columbus Collection
$150
Few hundred pages in a carton containing mint, n.h. singles,
souvenir sheets and FD covers, a wide variety of useful
material, worth a look, generally fine to very fine. 2017 Scott
approximately $3,000+ (Owner’s) ................ Est. $300/400

H

HHm

Ship Collection
$100
Many hundreds mint sets (some n.h.), and used sets and
singles, including mint PRC #1095-1098, some better
Singapore and French Colonies, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
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571 Hm

Fish and Sea Life Collection
$50
Few hundred mint and used and FDC’s, nice variety of
countries, fine ................................................ Est. $100/150

581

)

Flight Stock
$150
170 early to modern first flight and flight topical, roughly
70% U.S. 30% Foreign, incl. about 50 mint flight postcards,
retail $2101, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/350

582

)

WWII Flight Mail 1939 to 1946
$120
Binder housing over 80 covers from different countries with
much focus on U.S., well annotated throughout, inspection
is requested, mostly fine to very fine ................ Est. $250/300

583

)

Collector’s Accumulation
$100
Many hundreds in nearly full bankers box, mostly 20th
Century with some 19th, lots of Great Britain, incl.
Stationery and postcards, bit of FDC’s but mostly
commercial, mainly sleeved or in envelopes, better than usual
accumulation, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $200/300

584

)

Interesting Commonwealth
Accumulation
$100
About 1,000, commercial, and FDC’s, majority Great
Britain including a collection of 1934-1935 England
Internal First Flight covers on exhibition pages, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/250

585

)

Asia and African Group
$100
About 600 mostly modern commercial, nice variety of
countries, fine ................................................ Est. $200/250

586

)

WWII Stock
$100
About 120 incl. Worldwide censored, sunk U.S. ships, U.S.
WWII events, retail $1544, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

587

)

Germany and Europe Accumulation
$100
Carton containing several hundred, mostly early to mid 20th
Century Germany and some other Western European
countries, many are sleeved, noted some Inflation, etc.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/250

588

)

Worldwide Stock
$90
About 120, majority postcards and Postal Cards mostly mint,
some FDC’s and commercial, about 20% British
Commonwealth and about 30% Latin America, retail $1192,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $180/220

589

)

Asian Stock
$90
108, almost all 20th Century, mostly postcards incl. group of
mint Tuck’s, also few flights, FDC’s and commercial, wide
range of countries, retail $1198, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $180/220

590

)

Interesting Accumulation
$70
About 400 FDC’s and few commercial, nice variety of
countries plus 1946 Netherlands Rocket flight, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

591

)

European Group
$70
About 1,500 20th Century commercial and FDC’s, few
better Eastern Europe, mostly fine or better ... Est. $150/200

592

)

Scandinavia Group
$70
About 500 mostly modern commercial with some 1920’s and
1930’s era, fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

593

)

Latin America Accumulation
$70
About 500 mostly commercial, nice variety of countries, fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $150/200

572

H

HH)

Disney and Comic Related
$50
O.g. to n.h., adhesives and FDC’s ................. Est. $100/150

Description

Worldwide Covers
573

)

Benelux Group of 320
$800
Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands are present with
a good variety of items, rates, uses, advertising, destinations,
etc., tough to find in this country, marked retail $9075,
generally Fine to Very Fine ...................... Est. $1,000/1,300

574

)

Large Postal History Accumulation
$375
8000 plus U.S. and Worldwide 1850’s to modern,
commercial, events, flights, FDC’s, censored, etc., great
dollar box material, generally fine to very fine . Est. $600/700

575

576

)

)

577

)

578

)

579

580

)

)

Zeppelin Collection
$250
About 100 with covers, PPC’s and few stamps, better items
include U.S. #C14 (damaged) on flight cover, C18 on 2
flights, Germany C40 on piece, 1931 DO-X cover, nice
group of PPC’s, fine or better ......................... Est. $500/600
Aerogramme Stock
$300
503, mostly 1950’s-60’s period, all regions incl. South Africa,
Israel, minor dupl., priced and sleeved, mostly $3-$10 range,
clean, total retail $3,721, Ex. Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $450/550
“T” (Taxed) Marking Group
$300
180, sleeved and priced, mostly early to mid 20th Century,
mixture of countries, retail mostly $10-$30 range, few
postcard usages, total retail $2,936, usual condition, Ex.
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $450/550
Worldwide Accumulation
$200
Several thousands of all types and descriptions, lots of values
from $1 up to a few $20 or so, from the sandiest of the Dune
Countries to the soggiest of the Pacific Island republics, but
on to better European countries such as Great Britain,
Scandinavia, Austria, and Germany, no condition issues, as
the damaged items have been tossed, should be fun to sort,
great for the show dealer, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
British Commonwealth and General
Foreign
$200
Over 250+, 19th and 20th Century, Cameroon #192, 196
to Vermont 1932, German Occupation Estonia, 1929 India
package to U.S. thru Customs, Canada 1935 Registered, 13c
Sailboat, 1917 Australia Censored, 1971 Robson Lowe
letter, Madagascar Official, 1930’s Anti-British India
booklet, Uganda Censored WWII, Japan 1906 ad cover,
Number of Germany 1920’s-30’s incl. registered, G.B.
Postal Stationery Illustrated Ad for flowers, etc., mostly fine
or better ......................................................... Est. $350/400
Mixed Postal History
$200
U.S. 1930’s to 1950’s, Clipper Dutch Indies, a mixed bag
with a couple of hundred PRC FDC, an estate collection,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400
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Worldwide FDC’s with U.S.
$70
Thousands in 7 banker boxes, incl. U.S. and Canada 1920’s
thru 2001 (unaddressed), G.B. 1970 thru 1990’s
(addressed), plus few misc., U.S. cachets are House of
Farnham, Fluegel, Andersons, Artcraft, etc., nice topical or
internet lot, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $150/200
2 Box Accumulation
$70
Several thousand, mostly 20th Century, incl censored,
commercial, Airmail, FDC’s, First Flights, events, Asia,
Europe, Colonies, etc., nice selection of dollar box material,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200
Mostly 20th Century Accumulation
$70
Several hundred in small box containing commercial, event
and FD’s, mostly early to mid 20th Century, a wide variety of
countries represented, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
South Pacific Group
$50
About 50 incl. some 1940’s Fiji Flights, Gilbert & Ellice
FDC, etc., fine ............................................... Est. $100/150
Modern 20th Century Asia
Accumulation
$50
Few hundred in small box containing commercial Malaysia,
China, India, Hong Kong etc., worth a look, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $100/150

Lot

Description

Start Bid

Literature and Supplies
599 L

Literature: British Philatelic
Association, The Works of Jean De
Sperati
$150
2nd edition 1956, #164 of library edition of 500 in 2 vol.,
part 1 text, part II plates, with red binding, some wear, fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

600 L

Literature: U.S. Group
$70
3 Vol. Brookman Stamps of the 19th Century, H.R. Harmer
Caspary auction 1-16 with p.r., and Robert Siegel Lilly
auction #1-10 with p.r., fine .......................... Est. $100/150

601 F

Literature: Miscellaneous Lot
$40
Bankers box of misc. reference books, incl. Roessler cachet, 3
volume Brookman U.S. Stamps of 19th Century, 3
American Airmail catalogs, Postmarks of Washington, U.S.
Match & Medicines, Embossed Stamp Paper, 19th Century
Revenues, 1948 Sanabria, and others, fine ........ Est. $80/120

602

Supplies: 2 Volume U.S. Red
Lighthouse
$200
Hingeless to 1994, incl. the back of the book, as new
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

603

Supplies: Mounts and Stockpages
$50
Box of mostly Prinz mounts some in unopened packages plus
Hagner black stocksheets .............................. Est. $100/150

End of Sale

